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ABSTRACT
To facilitate big data processing, many distributed analytic frameworks and storage systems such
as Apache Hadoop, Apache Hama, Apache Spark and Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)
have been developed. Currently, many researchers are conducting research to either make them
more scalable or enabling them to support more analysis applications. In my PhD study, I con-
ducted three main works in this topic, which are minimizing the communication delay in Apache
Hama, minimizing the memory space and computational overhead in HDFS and minimizing the
disk I/O overhead for approximation applications in Hadoop ecosystem. Specifically, In Apache
Hama, communication delay makes up a large percentage of the overall graph processing time.
While most recent research has focused on reducing the number of network messages, we add a
runtime communication and computation scheduler to overlap them as much as possible. As a
result, communication delay can be mitigated. In HDFS, the block location table and its corre-
sponding maintenance could occupy more than half of the memory space and 30% of processing
capacity in master node, which severely limit the scalability and performance of master node. We
propose Deister that uses deterministic mathematical calculations to eliminate the huge table for
storing the block locations and its corresponding maintenance. My third work proposes to enable
both efficient and accurate approximations on arbitrary sub-datasets of a large dataset. Existing
offline sampling based approximation systems are not adaptive to dynamic query workloads and
online sampling based approximation systems suffer from low I/O efficiency and poor estimation
accuracy. Therefore, we develop a distribution aware method called Sapprox. Our idea is to collect
the occurrences of a sub-dataset at each logical partition of a dataset (storage distribution) in the
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
In the era of “Big Data”, vast amounts of data are analyzed by both scientists and Internet com-
panies to make scientific discoveries and study business trends etc. [3]. To speedup this analysis
process, data-intensive computing frameworks i.e. MapReduce Framework have been proposed.
Accompanied with this kind of new framework, a co-located storage architectures referred to as
Data Intensive File Systems (DiFSs) have been proposed to provide high performance for these
types of jobs. DiFSs are featured as high-throughput, highly-reliable and cost-effective.
1.1 Minimizing communication delay in Apache Hama
Graph data structures are widely used to model structural relationships among objects. For exam-
ple, Web graphs, social networks, knowledge bases and protein interactions are all modeled with
graphs. These graphs are growing at an astonishing rate. For example, Facebook’s social graph
has scaled to trillions of edges [15]. Performing analytics on these enormous graphs is becoming
more challenging as they continue to grow. The traditional MapReduce framework is not efficient
at graph processing due to the special features of graph structures and algorithms [53, 54]. To
better utilize these features, Google has proposed Pregel [45]. Pregel’s model is very popular and
has lead to the emergence of many current widely used distributed graph processing frameworks
such as Apache Hama [5], Apache Giraph [2], GPS [54], GraphLab [44], and Mizan [34].
All of these Pregel-like systems are implemented based on the Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP)
model [59], which divides a graphing algorithm into multiple supersteps. Within each superstep,
each vertex executes the same vertex program: combine messages from neighboring vertices, apply
the combined messages to update the vertex value, and send new message to neighboring vertices.
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All messages are transmitted along edges. From a high level perspective, the execution flow of
all vertices in a superstep can be viewed as a three phase process: computation, communication,
and barrier synchronization. The barrier between two supersteps is used to coordinate the parallel
execution of every vertex program across a cluster of compute nodes, where each node holds
a portion of the whole graph. Each node will be completely dedicated to the transmission of
messages during the communication and synchronization phases. Since some edges in the graph
will be cut when the graph is partitioned and messages transmitted along cut edges will be network
messages. For large graphs, millions and even billions of network messages can be passed during
each superstep. In addition, the barrier between supersteps is so strict that if even one message
on some node is not sent during the communication phase, all other nodes must remain idle and
the next superstep cannot be initiated. We refer to this period when all nodes are occupied with
the transmission of messages as a communication delay. This communication delay dominates a
superstep [14] and results in server CPU resource underutilization.
Current solutions attempt to reduce the number of network messages, but there still exists a non-
negligible communication delay [33, 27, 45]. Therefore, we investigate this issue from a new angle,
scheduling computation during the communication delay with a new refined BSP sync barrier.
The barrier will take advantage of the special features of graph structures and algorithms while
maintaining the two most important synchronization properties in the BSP graph processing [60].
• Consistency: At the beginning of each superstep, a vertex’s computing function can be
triggered if and only if all its incoming messages from neighbors have been received.
• Isolation: Within the same superstep, newly generated messages from any vertex will not
be seen by any other vertex.
We have discovered two underutilized localities provided by the graph structure: vertex locality
2
and edge locality, that can help build a new refined BSP barrier. We say that a vertex has the prop-
erty of vertex locality if all of its incoming neighbor vertices are located on the same node. In this
paper, we categorize this kind of vertex as local vertex and others as remote vertex. Edge locality
refers to the percentage of non-cut incoming edges of remote vertex. In this paper, we regard mes-
sages received through non-cut edges as local messages and messages through cut edges as remote
messages. The Vertex program essentially consists of two loosely coupled operations: message
consuming and message producing. Vertex locality ensures that the consistency property is main-
tained without synchronizing at the barrier, since all incoming messages for the next superstep are
local messages and are instantly available in memory after the local machine’s computation phase
in the current superstep finishes. By maintaining the isolation property, both the message consum-
ing and message producing operations in the next superstep on these local vertices can be directly
initiated before the cost barrier. Now the barrier will only synchronize remote vertices. However,
edge locality could still allow some message consuming operations on remote verticies in the next
superstep to be scheduled before the barrier. The degrees of these two localities are very high in
real world graph data. Detailed examination is in Section 3.6.2.
In this paper, a run-time computation and communication scheduler is proposed so that some
computation in the next superstep can be scheduled to be executed during the communication de-
lay phase in the current superstep. We first develop a runtime vertex categorization scheme with
no preprocessing overhead to utilize vertex locality. With this categorization, our scheduler can
schedule all of the computation on local vertices in the next superstep to the communication delay
phase in the current superstep. To further utilize edge locality, we decouple the vertex computa-
tion into message consuming and message producing operations so that our scheduler can move
all consuming operation on local messages of remote vertices in the next superstep to the com-
munication delay phase in the current superstep. Through this overlapping of computation and
communication, our solution can dramatically mitigate the communications delay. Our proposed
3
solution could totally eliminates the communication delay in the best case and can achieve average
2X speedup over Hama.
1.2 A light-weight autonomous block management for HDFS
block ID 1st host 2nd host 3rd host
blk1 node 1 node 4 node 8
blk2 node 3 node 4 node 7
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Figure 1.1: Metadata management method in HDFS, a typical DiFS
Current data intensive file systems (DiFSs) adopt a master-slave architecture and are built on top
of the local file system, where all of the metadata is managed by the master nodes and the physical
data is managed by the local file systems on the slave (data) nodes. To maintain high availability,
these storage systems usually divide files into fixed-sized blocks (or chunks). Each block is repli-
cated (usually three-way) and distributed pseudo-randomly across the cluster with consideration
of rack-awareness. In order to track these distributed blocks on hundreds or thousands of nodes,
the master node must record the node locations of all blocks, as shown in Figure 1.1. This is
referred to as block-node mapping. Moreover, to guarantee the accuracy of block-node mapping,
the master node must periodically receive block reports from each data node to check the blocks’
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locations and update the mapping information. We refer to these management schemes as DiFS
block management (block management is used for simplicity in the rest of this paper). This is an
extra layer beyond the traditional namespace management. DiFS block management offers great
data distribution flexibility because each block is placed correlation-free. However, it often creates
high cost on the master node in terms of memory and maintenance.
block ID 1st host 2nd host 3rd host
blk1 node 1 node 4 node 8
blk2 node 3 node 4 node 7
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Figure 1.2: Proposed metadata management solution
• Memory cost: The block-node mapping’s memory consumption grows linearly with the
number of blocks. It is observed that on each master node, with a file-to-block ratio of 1 : 1,
the block-node mapping takes more than 40% of the total used memory. In addition, the
proportion will reach more than 60% with a file-to-block ratio of 1 : 5 [57].
• Maintenance cost: The physical blocks are managed in the local file system on the slave
nodes, blocks may be lost in the case of data corruption, node failure, etc. To guarantee
mapping accuracy, the block management scheme requires a high cost on the master node’s
CPU and network bandwidth to synchronize the block-node mapping with the actual stored
blocks on the data nodes [7]. For example, in a 10, 000-node cluster with a storage capacity
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of 60 PB (file to block ratio is 1 : 1.5) [57], 30% of the master node’s total processing
capacity is used to process the block reports.
As data size continue to increase, these costs become non-negligible, which soon makes the master
node a scalability and performance bottleneck due to the hardware limitations of the master node’s
memory heap size and processing capability. To address this bottleneck, the Namenode (master
node) Federation [1] schema is proposed to split the single master node into many independent
master nodes and thus allows the metadata management to scale “horizontally”. However, the per-
formance and scalability of each master node, namely the “vertical scalability”, is barely improved
since the resource contention between block management and the traditional namespace manage-
ment still exists. We believe a more fundamental solution is to “vertically” scale each master node.
One intuitive approach is to separate the block management from the master node. For example,
standalone block management has been proposed by a Y ahoo! team, which aims to move the block
management module out of the master node to some dedicated block management (BM) nodes [7].
Though the memory and maintenance cost are reduced on the master node, this approach may slow
down the metadata lookup operations due to the extra hop of network lookup that is introduced.
To solve the issue of maintenance and memory cost, while maintaining the merits of current block
management schema, we propose Deistier. Deister consists of a deterministic two-step block dis-
tribution algorithm called Intersected Shifted Declustering (ISD) and an autonomous block-node
mapping maintenance scheme.
The basic idea of Deister is to distribute the data deterministically based on an invertible mathe-
matical function, so that each block location can be calculated, thus allowing the removal of the
centralized/decentralized record-based block-node mapping. Moreover, the block-node mapping
maintenance can be performed on each data node autonomously by using the inverse function of
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ISD. With ISD’s inverse function, each data node could calculate the list of blocks it should store,
which can be compared with the locally generated block report for further checking operations. In
this way, the two largest overheads of block management, memory spaces and maintenance cost,
can be minimized. Deister is design to solve the scalability issue beyond thousands of nodes scale
where its performance gains are more substantial. Our preliminary results show that our placement
policy has the same I/O throughput with the HDFS default random layout, while the memory space
and processing capacity savings on the master node are about 50% and 30% respectively, which
enable the master node to support more metadata operations and about double size of current single
namenode clusters.
1.3 Enabling Efficient and Accurate Approximations in Hadoop ecosystem
Despite the fact that today’s computer clusters supply enormous data processing capacity, getting
an ad-hoc query answer from a large scale dataset remains challenging. To attack the problem,
recent years have seen a trend to promote approximate computing in big data analytic frame-
works [31, 26, 10, 47, 38]. Approximate computing allows for faster execution on a much smaller
sample of the original data by sacrificing a reasonable amount of accuracy. An approximation pro-
cess often involves two basic phases: sample preparation and results estimation. How to prepare
representative samples for the approximation jobs is essential to approximation systems. Take the




The query is only on all of the “Action” movie records. In this paper, we define “the subset of data
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relevant to a set of attribute values” as sub-dataset. To prepare a good sample for this “Action”
movie sub-dataset, we often employ stratified sampling, which first categorizes all the movie table
records into several types of movie groups, and then randomly pick n records from the “Action”
movie group. The most recent example is BlinkDB [10]. It creates stratified samples on the most
frequently used “query column sets” (QCSs) in WHERE, GROUP BY, and HAVING clauses and
caches them offline. For queries that match the sampled QCSs, it can compute results quite effi-
ciently with high accuracy from the offline samples. Otherwise, it is possible that BlinkDB will
generate answers with larger errors. To obtain a higher accuracy result, BlinkDB has to generate
new offline samples for these queries. It may be noted that such operation is infeasible as it intro-
duces a comparable cost as that of getting a precise answer. More importantly, it is prohibitive to
generate offline samples for all sub-datasets. This lies in two facts: 1) the number of sub-datasets
grows exponentially with an increasing number of columns in a table; 2) the storage space for





















































Figure 1.3: The storage distribution of sub-datasets in the Amazon review dataset. Shaded area
accounts for 50% of a sub-dataset.
One possible solution is to enhance the BlinkDB-style systems by adding an online sampling func-
tion that can dynamically generate samples for arbitrary sub-datasets at runtime. The most recent
online sampling based system is ApproxHadoop (ASPLOS 2015) [26], which is well recognized
by the community. Its sampling and error estimation methods work fine with an assumption that
sub-datasets are uniformly distributed in the whole dataset. Unfortunately, in many real-life cases,
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sub-datasets are actually spreaded unevenly over the partitions of a whole dataset, and sometimes
in a very skewed fashion. A common phenomenon [30, 46, 61] is that, a small portion of the whole
dataset contains most records of this sub-dataset, while other portions have few records belonging
to this sub-dataset, as illustrated in Figure 1.3. Therefore, ApproxHadoop may sample a large
portion of the whole dataset, while obtain little sample data belonging to the queried sub-dataset.
On the other hand, even if it collects enough samples of a sub-dataset, it may produce a result with
a large variance [43]. In summary, the system could suffer from inefficient sampling and large
variance.
Interestingly, we realize that one untapped method can be employing the sub-dataset distribution
information to enforce both representative sampling and accurate estimation. More specifically, we
developed a distribution-aware online sampling system called Sapprox. In Sapprox, we developed
a probabilistic map (SegMap) to capture the occurrences of a sub-dataset at each logical partition
of a dataset. SegMap is able to reduce the number of sub-datasets to be recorded from a factor of
2f to f , where f stands for the total number of columns in a table. Sapprox samples units at a
configurable segment level in contrast to the traditional HDFS block level. The effects of using a
HDFS block as the default sampling unit is rarely explored. In Sapprox, we quantify the optimal
segment size by relating it to approximation accuracy and cost. When sampling segments for a
sub-dataset, each segment is assigned an inclusion probability proportional to the sub-dataset’s
occurrences in the segment. This allows Sapprox to efficiently and effectively sample data for sub-
datasets, and avoid accessing large amount of irrelevant data. Moreover, the different inclusion
probabilities enable Sapprox to avoid over-representing or under-representing a segment unit when
we compute the approximation result, and leads to a better accuracy. In a real world, Sapprox can
take a sampling ratio or an error bound as input from users, and calculate an approximation answer
accompanied by meaningful error bounds relative to the precise result. Sapprox is open sourced
on GitHub and can be supplied to users as a plug-in jar application (https://github.com/
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zhangxuhong/SubsetApprox). Unlike other systems, it adopts a non-intrusive approach
which makes no modification to the core of Hadoop such as the scheduler.
While we have implemented Sapprox into Hadoop, many of our basic research contributions are
not specific to Hadoop, and applicable to other shared nothing frameworks such as Spark. Our
comprehensive experimental results indicate that Sapprox can significantly reduce application ex-
ecution delay. For example, the evaluation results on a 121GB Amazon product review dataset and
a 111GB TPC-H dataset conclude that, Sapprox can achieve a speedup of 8.5× and 20× over the
precise execution, respectively, if users are willing to tolerate less than 1% error with 99% confi-
dence. Compared with existing systems, Sapprox is more flexible than BlinkDB and more efficient
than ApproxHadoop.
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Figure 2.1: BSP Model
BSP is a parallel programming model consists of a set of prossesor-memory pairs, a communi-
cations network and a mechanism for efficient barrier synchronization. Figure 2.1 illustrates an
outline of the BSP model, which expresses algorithm as a sequence of supersteps. In distributed
BSP based graph processing systems, vertices are partitioned across compute nodes. These ver-
tices send messages along edges to perform computation. In this model, all vertices are assigned
an active status at the beginning. Each active vertex can switch itself into inactive status in each
superstep. An inactive vertex can also be switched to an active status if it receives a message dur-
ing the execution of any subsequent supersteps. Graph algorithm will terminate when there are no
active vertices or when a user defined maximum superstep is reached. Figure ?? gives an example
implementation of PageRank in BSP model.
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2.2 Block management in data intensive storage systems
The booming size of “big data” imposes a variety of demands on storage organizations such as
maintaining reliability and allowing for scale-out ability. Distributed file systems such as GFS
and HDFS distribute blocks randomly and record each block-node mapping entry in memory.
However, this approach does not scale out, since a large amount of memory and CPU cost will
be spent in maintaining the block-node map. To completely design a scale-out block-node map-
ping/maintenance system for large-scale distributed systems, we formally define following desir-
able properties to achieve.
1. Low memory space cost. The memory space used to store or track the locations of each
block should be constant and should not grow with the increasing number of blocks.
2. Low maintenance cost. The cost of synchronizing block-node information with the physical
data should not grow with the increasing size of the cluster.
3. Efficient addressing. The locations of requested data blocks should be efficiently retrieved
without consuming excessive computation or memory resources.
4. Low-overhead scale-out ability. When storage nodes are added or removed, the block-node
remapping should be incrementally built on the existing block-node mapping such that the
data shuffled can be minimized.
5. High recoverability. This contains two aspects:
i)Multiple failure recovery. An r-way (r ≥ 2) replication architecture is able to provide
(r − 1) failure recovery.
ii) Parallelism recovery. In the event of node failure, the lost blocks are able to be recovered
(re-replicated) in parallel.
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2.2.1 Current Block Mapping Schemes
In this section, we examine the two possible solutions to reduce the BM costs for the master
nodes, including directory-based mapping and computation-based mapping. And we analyze their
satisfaction of five properties. A comparison summary is given in Table 2.1.
2.2.1.1 Directory-based Mapping
As mentioned above, current DiFSs distribute the blocks pseudo-randomly with the consider-
ation of network topology and rack-awareness and then store the locations of all blocks in a
lookup table/tree. And the block distributed by pseudo-random placement is correlation-free. This
directory-based mapping naturally satisfies Property 3, 4 and 5.
However, directory-based mapping approach incurs high cost on memory space and maintenance
cost: 1) It consumes a large memory heap of the master nodes. As each block has multiple repli-
cations, the size of this block map grows much faster than the size of the file/block inodes. 2)
Extra care is needed to maintain the consistency between the block map and the actual status of
the data nodes and blocks. This includes block reports and replication monitor/queue. The block
reports are used for the sanity check caused by software bugs or unauthorized access. The repli-
cation monitor/queue tracks the actual replica numbers of each block to prevent losing data from
hardware/software failures. These services consumes a large number of resources on the master
node. For example, block reports, replication queue and namespace management shares the same
coarse-grain locks, which slows down the master server’s performance.
To reduce the memory and maintenance cost in current DiFS, D. Sharp et. al. proposed a stan-
dalone block management in HDFS, which aims to separate the block management out of the
namenode [7]. As the namenode in the approach is solely handling the namespace operations, this
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approach will improve the performance of the namenode and further improve the cluster’s scalabil-
ity. However, a slow metadata lookup may be suffered. Because compared to the original lookup
process that finishes within the namenode memory, each metadata lookup involves an extra round
of network messaging between namenodes and block manager nodes.
2.2.2 Computational-based Mapping
A more reasonable solution for reducing the block management costs is to use computational-based
mapping, which uses a deterministic addressing function for both block distributing and locating.
Representatives include hashing and declustering.
2.2.2.1 Hashing
Hashing is widely adopted by many distributed file systems, such as Amazon Dynamo [18],
OceanStore [36], Ceph [62] etc. It allows the elimination of the cost for directory-based mapping
and the system can be balanced due to the random nature of hash functions. Based on the scope of
hash mapping, we divide the hash mapping methods into two categories: fully decentralized and
partially decentralized.
Fully decentralized hashing distributes both namespace information (file inodes etc.) and blocks
on all servers. For example, peer-to-peer system such as OceanStore [36] and CFS [17] maintain a
distributed hash table (DHT) as the distribution method. It first hashes the directory/file names to
generate a key and distribute them across an unified key space across the cluster. To achieve scale-
out ability, linear hashing [40], extensible hashing [21] and consistent hashing [32] are proposed.
Among them, systems such as Amazon Dynamo [18] and GlusterFS [4] adopt consistent hashing.
While LH∗ [41, 42] uses linear hashing. However, it is hard to apply fully decentralized hashing in
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DiFS because the architecture is fundamentally different. While DiFS uses a master-slave model,
in which a few master servers manage and guarantee strong consistency, block replications etc.,
the fully hashing scheme is a peer-to-peer model and eventual consistency [18].
Partially decentralized hashing uses hash mapping to only distribute blocks across datanodes,
while the namespace is maintained by other methods such as tree/table mapping. For example,
Ceph maintains its namespace on a few metadata servers using sub-tree partitioning; and distribute
the blocks using CRUSH [28], a decentralized data distribution algorithm. CRUSH is built upon
a data structure called cluster map which keeps track of the hardware infrastructure and failure
domains. Both distribution and data lookup process uses the CRUSH algorithm so no location
information needs to be stored. As the blocks are distributed deterministically, finding each block
can be achieved via calculation on any data nodes. While CRUSH provides similar advantages as
Deister, namely fast deterministic mapping and little storage cost on metadata servers, its essen-
tial distribution hash function is not reversible. As CRUSH does not have a centralized point of
block management, the consistency of a block is maintained by “peering,” which is the process of
exchanging block reports within the same placement group. This process involves a considerable
amount of network messaging, while the consistency check of Deister can be achieved gracefully
by using a reversible addressing function with little computation overhead.
2.2.2.2 Deterministic Declustering
The deterministic declustering, such as Chain-declustering [29], group-rotational declustering [13]
etc., is widely adopted in small-sized structures such as RAID systems. Different from hashing,
the object placement is pre-determined and calculated by a certain invertible math function on the
RAID controller. Using these approaches, all the block locations can be fast and easily calculated
and no mapping information needs to be maintained. Moreover, the maintenance cost can be
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significantly reduced by offloading the internal workload to each datanode utilizing the inverse
math distribution function
However, the declustering mapping cannot scale-out because the location of each block is calcu-
lated based on the total number of nodes in the system Any changes, such as node addition or
removal, will result in large amount of data reshuffle. Also this layout is designed for homogenous
environments where all nodes are identical. Moreover, declustering placement is designed for node
reconstruction, which takes far longer time than the DiFS re-replication time.
Evaluation of Existing Methods We briefly examine existing approaches used for block-node
mapping information management. As discussed in the first section, the major drawback of random
block placement methods [55, 12] and the standone method [7] is the large memory space overhead
for storing block-node information. In comparison, computational-based methods such as Hashing
or Crush [18, 63] could reduce the memory space overhead but maintain block-node information
inefficiently. Methods such as declustering [29, 13, 16] could reduce the memory space overhead
and support consistency checking efficiently. However, declustering techniques can’t be directly
applied to large-scale systems since they are not able to efficiently scale out during system changes.
We summarize how these methods satisfy the properties listed above in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Comparison among block-node mapping schemes, whereN is the number of data nodes,
B is the number of blocks, c is the metadata size of each block, net means one round of network,
CM is the cluster map is Crush, and DM is the data node map in Deister
Examples Memory space Maintenance cost Efficient addressing Scale-out Recoverability
Directory DiFS default GFS,HDFS O(B*c) High O(1)∼O(B) Y High
Standalone Standalone O(B*c) Low O(1)∼O(B) Y High
based BM BM +O(net)
Computation Hashing Ceph CRUSH O(CM) High O(log N) Y High
Declustering SD, Chain 0 Low O(1) N Low
based Deister Deister O(DM) Low O(1) Y High
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2.3 Sampling methods
In statistics, there are three commonly used sampling methods: uniform sampling, stratified sam-
pling and cluster sampling. Three examples are shown in Figure 2.2. Applying these methods
to sampling in distributed file systems will involve different costs. Taking HDFS for example, we
assume that the content of a large file in HDFS is composed of millions or billions of records. Each
record has 4 columns as shown in Figure 2.2.
ID City Data OS
1 NYC 0.78 Linux
2 NYC 0.13 Unix
3 Berkeley 0.25 Android
4 NYC 0.19 Unix
5 NYC 0.11 Unix
6 Berkeley 0.09 Linux
7 ATL 0.18 Android
8 NYC 0.15 Linux
9 ATL 0.13 Linux
10 Berkeley 0.49 Android
11 NYC 0.19 Linux






2 ID City Data OS
1 NYC 0.78 Linux
2 NYC 0.13 Unix
11 NYC 0.19 Linux
12 Berkeley 0.10 Linux
5 NYC 0.11 Unix
6 Berkeley 0.09 Linux
1
(a) Uniform sampling
ID City Data OS
2 NYC 0.13 Unix
8 NYC 0.25 Android
6 Berkeley 0.09 Linux
11 NYC 0.19 Linux
10 Berkeley 0.49 Android
5 NYC 0.11 Unix
ID City Data OS
1 NYC 0.78 Linux
2 NYC 0.13 Unix
3 Berkeley 0.25 Android
4 NYC 0.19 Unix
5 NYC 0.11 Unix
6 Berkeley 0.09 Linux
7 ATL 0.18 Android
8 NYC 0.15 Linux
9 ATL 0.13 Linux
10 Berkeley 0.49 Android
11 NYC 0.19 Linux
12 Berkeley 0.10 Linux
ID City Data OS
2 NYC 0.13 Unix
8 NYC 0.25 Linux
6 Berkeley 0.09 Linux
12 Berkeley 0.49 Linux
7 ATL 0.18 Android
9 ATL 0.13 Linux
ID City Data OS
1 NYC 0.78 Linux
2 NYC 0.13 Unix
3 Berkeley 0.25 Android
4 NYC 0.19 Unix
5 NYC 0.11 Unix
6 Berkeley 0.09 Linux
7 ATL 0.18 Android
8 NYC 0.15 Linux
9 ATL 0.13 Linux
10 Berkeley 0.49 Android
11 NYC 0.19 Linux
12 Berkeley 0.10 Linux
(b) Stratified sampling (c) Cluster sampling
Figure 2.2: Commonly used sampling methods
The most straight forward method is uniform sampling, which samples at the record level and
randomly pick a subset of all the records. However, given an extremely large number of records,
this method is too expensive to be employed for online sampling, as uniform sampling requires
a full scan of the whole dataset. For stratified sampling, if we know that most of the queries
are on the “City” column, stratified sampling will first group the dataset according to the unique
values in the “City” column and then create a random sample for each group. The cost of stratified
sampling is one or multiple full scans of the dataset depending on the specific implementation.
The advantage of stratified sampling is to ensure that rare groups are sufficiently represented,
which may be missed in the uniform sampling. A more efficient online sampling method is cluster
sampling, which samples at cluster level. The cluster used in current systems [26, 47, 24] is HDFS
block and each block is usually sampled with equal probability. Randomly sampling a list of
clusters avoids the full scan of the whole dataset.
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CHAPTER 3: A RUNTIME COMMUNICATION AND COMPUTATION
SCHEDULER
3.1 Graph Locality Re-definition
Our system design is based on two graph localities. The Graph locality in Zebra is not the widely
discussed memory or disk access locality in [37, 52], where locality implies that vertex and edge
records can be accessed sequentially from local memory of disk. In contrast to this kind of locality,
which is defined at intra-node level, the locality exploited by Zebra is defined at inter-node level,
where one graph is partitioned over a cluster of compute nodes. We say that a vertex has the
property of vertex locality if all of its incoming neighbors vertices are located on the same node.
So in a extreme case, if a graph is stored on only one node, all vertices will have vertex locality.
For vertices that do not have vertex locality, we find that they have another level of locality: edge
locality. We define edge locality as the percentage of non-cut edges of these vertices. To utilize
these two graph localities, we propose the following Zebra design.
3.2 Vertex Categorization without Preprocessing Overhead
Figure 3.1 gives an example of local vertex and remote vertex. In Zebra, vertices are loaded in
parallel as existing systems: Hama, Giraph, etc. We create one local vertex queue and one remote
vertex queue on each compute node. Initially, all vertices are loaded to the local vertex queue.
We perform vertex categorization in the second superstep of a graph job. The first superstep of
any graph job usually involves simple vertex initialization and will send the first message to all of
its outgoing neighbors. So at the beginning of the second superstep, if a vertex receives a remote
message, we will mark it as remote vertex and put it into remote vertex queue, by default a vertex
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is marked as a local vertex. To determine whether a message is local or remote, we split the
traditional one incoming message queue into a local message queue and a remote message queue.
This vertex categorization involves only one condition test in only one superstep, which generates
almost zero overhead. All the remaining supersteps can benefit from this vertex categorization.
Our vertex categorization method is transparent to any graph partition algorithms.





















Machine 1 Machine 2
Machine 3
: Partition
Figure 3.1: Vertex categorization
3.3 Message Separation and Local Message Processing Optimization
Existing graph processing systems mix local messages and remote messages into one buffer queue.
Because there is no distinction between remote and local messages, even local messages have to
go through the network stack. To improve message passing efficiency and support for vertex
categorization, we separate messages into a local message queue and a remote message queue in
real time. For each generated message, we compare its destination address with its source address,
if the addresses match, message will be put into the local message queue, otherwise, it will be
put into the remote message queue. Messages in the local message queue will no longer pass
through the network stack and will be instantly available for message consuming operations. As a
result, local message processing will not occupy any network resources or involve any unnecessary
memory copy of local messages. Messages in the remote message queue will go through network
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stack as usual, thus all messages received from the network layer will be remote messages. The
overhead of this message separation process is only one condition test.
Public double CONSUME(Iterator msgs){







Public void PRODUCE(double partial_results[])
{
double sum, value = 0;
sum = partial_results[0] +partial_results[1];
value = 0.15/numVertices + 0.85 * sum;
setValue(value);







Figure 3.2: PageRank Implementation Using CONSUME and PRODUCE
3.4 Vertex Computation Decoupling
Vertex computation essentially consists of message consuming and producing operations. How-
ever, Current systems usually bind this two part vertex computation into one vertex program. Once
this vertex program is started, both message consuming and producing operations have to be ex-
ecuted together. This vertex program can be triggered if and only if all incoming messages from
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neighbors have been received. If even one message is not received, an incorrect message could
be produced. Indeed, message consuming operation can be started on local messages without
waiting for remote messages to be received. Message consuming operation on remote messages
can be triggered again when remote messages are ready. So we decouple the vertex program into
two functions: CONSUME(Message Iterator) and PRODUCE(). The CONSUME function will be
called twice, once on local messages and once on remote messages. However, for vertex computa-
tions like finding a media value of all incoming message, the local messages of remote vertex can
not be consumed without receiving all the remote messages. For such kind of cases, Zebra’s CON-
SUME function simply pass all local messages to remote message queue, thus all the messages will
be consumed at the second CONSUME call. The PRODUCE function will be called only once and
only when all CONSUME functions have finished. Figure 3.2 gives an example implementation of
PageRank using the CONSUME and PRODUCE functions.


















Figure 3.3: Zebra execution flow
3.5 Computation and Communication Scheduling
Vertex locality and message locality together with our decoupled vertex program allow a large
portion of vertex computation in the next superstep to be scheduled during the communication
phase in current superstep. Our goal is try to overlap as much computation as possible in the
next superstep with communication in the current superstep. Figure 3.3 shows Zebra’s high level
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execution flow.
Local Vertex Queue Remote Vertex Queue
Worker 1
Sync. Barrier Only On Remote Vertices
Worker n
 
Local MSG Local MSG
Remote MSG Remote MSG
Figure 3.4: Zebra system architecture. Local messages will be consumed before the barrier
Figure 3.4 shows a high level architecture of Zebra. After computation in the current superstep
finishes, our scheduler will start a new thread to perform computation in the next superstep while
the original thread continues to perform communication. This new thread will iterate over all of
the vertices but only consume messages in local message queue and, if it’s a local vertex, both the
CONSUME and PRODUCE functions will be executed, since all its incoming messages are ready;
if it’s a remote vertex, only CONSUME function will be executed. After this thread finishes and all
remote vertices have pass the barrier, our scheduler will iterate over all remote vertices and execute
both the CONSUME and PRODUCE functions. The pseudo code for this scheduling process in
shown in Figure 3.5
3.6 Evaluation
In this section, we first study the degrees of graph localities in different types of real world graphs.
Then, we evaluate Zebra’s performance against the baseline system, Hama, using three typical
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/*each while iteration is a superstep*/
while(job not finished){








/*Thread for local vertices and messages*/
class LocalComputeThread{










Figure 3.5: Pseudo code of Zebra runtime computation and communication scheduling
All our experiments is done on Marmot and CASS clusters. Marmot is a cluster of PRObE on-site
project [25, 64] and housed at CMU in Pittsburgh. The system has 128 nodes / 256 cores and
each node in the cluster has dual 1.6GHz AMD Opteron processors, 16GB of memory, Gigabit
Ethernet, and a 2TB Western Digital SATA disk drive. CASS consists of 46 nodes on two racks,
one rack including 15 compute nodes and one head node and the other rack containing 30 compute
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nodes. Each node is equipped with dual 2.33GHz Xeon Dual Core processors, 4GB of memory,
Gigabit Ethernet and a 500GB SATA hard drive.
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Figure 3.6: Vertex and edge locality. Each data set is partitioned using hash and METIS partition
algorithm
3.6.1 Experiment Setup
Table 3.1: Collection of real-world graphs
Graph |V | |E|
RoadCA (Road) 1,965,206 5,533,214
cit-Patents (Cite) 3,774,768 16,518,948
LiveJournal (Soc) 4,847,571 69,993,773
UK-2005 (UK) 39,459,925 936,364,282
Table 3.1 lists a collection of graphs used in our experiments. Each of them comes from different
domains. RoadCA is a road network of California. Intersections and endpoints are represented by
nodes and the roads connecting these intersections or road endpoints are represented by undirected
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edges. cit-Patents is a citation graph which includes all citations made by patents granted between
1975 and 1999, with a total of 16,522,438 citations. LiveJournal is a directed friednship social
network graph. These three data sets were downloaded from SNAP [39]. UK-2005 is a 2005 crawl
of the .uk domain and was downloaded from [50, 51]. All these datasets are not weighted, we
manually add the random weights values to these graphs to perform the single source shortest path
algorithm.
3.6.2 Graph Locality Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the degrees of vertex locality and edge locality within different types
of real world graphs on our CASS cluster. The degree of graph localities we discovered is strongly
affected by graph partitioning. Two key factors affecting graph partitioning are the number of
partitions and algorithm. More partitions will usually cause more edges to be cut, as a result, the
degree of the two graph localities will decrease. There are multiple graph partitioning algorithms
available. Hash partition is the simplest and most scalable. However, it causes the largest number
if edges to be cut since it takes no consideration of graph structure. Therefore, the degree of graph
locality from hash partitioning is expected be the worst. While A good partition algorithm, such
as METIS [33], usually attempts to minimize the number of cut edges. The principle behind good
partition algorithms is that they attempt to cluster highly connected components in a graph into
the same partition. So with a better partition algorithm, better graph locality is expected. METIS
usually produces the best partition quality among most graph partitioning algorithms. In this paper,
we choose METIS and hash partition algorithm to evaluate graph locality so that the best and worst
case scenarios can be observed. Finally, we conduct this graph locality evaluation on four graphs
as shown in table 3.1, to see whether graph locality is a general property.
Figure 3.6 shows the obtained statistics for vertex locality and edge locality on 4 graph data sets
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respectively. Vertex locality and edge locality are calculated using the following two equations
respectively.
Vertex locality =
Total number of local vertices
Total number of vertcies
. (3.1)
Edge locality =
Total number of cut edges
Total number of incoming edges of remote vertices
. (3.2)
We partition each dataset into 8 to 256 partitions with hash and METIS algorithm. As observed,
both vertex locality and edge locality decrease slightly as the number or partitions increase. How-
ever, even with 256 partitions using METIS, More than 50% of the vertices will have vertex locality
and edge locality could reach 60% across all data sets. On all data sets, the hash partition breaks al-
most all the vertex locality and edge locality, especially with more partitions. The vertex localities
for UK web graph and California road network graph are extremely high, about 99%. The reason
for this is that a road network is a 2-D plane graph, and edges will be cut only on boundaries, all
internal edges will not be cut; the UK web graph can easily be split into several separated domain
names, edge cuts come mostly from inter-domain edges, intra-domain edges remain uncut. Even
for the LiveJournal social network graph, which follows a power-law distribution, both the vertex
and edge locality are more than 50%; We conclude that if a graph is partitioned by taking into
account graph structure. such as with METIS, there will be high degree of graph locality available
to utilize.
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3.6.3 Overview of Graph Algorithms
PageRank: It is an algorithm for measuring the importance of website pages by counting the
number and quality of links to a page to determine how significant the website is. PageRank
assigns numerical weighting to each edge and computes the rank value by adding all the possible























































































Figure 3.7: Overall Performance evaluation. Both Hama and Zebra use METIS partition. Com-
munity detection and PageRank is run on both LiveJournal and cit-Patents graph. Single Source
Shortest Path is run on LiveJournal and RoadCA graph. Number of partitions equals number of
compute nodes
Community Detection: community in graph stands for a group of vertices that probably share
certain common properties within the graph. Intuitively, community detection is an algorithm that
identifies those communities and their hierarchical organization in a graph by utilizing the encoded
topology information. This is important because identifying the community and the boundary is
useful for vertex categorization and relationship detection. The Community detection algorithm is
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both computation dominant and communication dominant.
Single source shortest path (SSSP) : In graph theory, the shortest path problem is to find a path
between two vertices that will achieve the minimized weights of its constituent edges. For the
single source shortest path, we must find the shortest paths from a defined source vertex to all
other vertices in a graph. In the computation stage of finding the shortest path, the vertex will not
activate until it receives an incoming message. After finishing the computation task, it is turned











































































































Figure 3.8: Breakdown of overall performance in Figure 3.7. Each part’s time is accumulated from
all compute nodes (number of partitions equals number of compute nodes). Zebra-N-Compute is
computation in next superstep moved to Zebra communication (Zebra-comm) phase, represented
by the interval between red line and end of Zebra-compute.
3.6.4 Overall System Performance
All experiments in the system evaluation are conducted on the Marmot cluster. A total of 34 nodes
are used. The first two node is used as HDFS name node and Hama, Zebra master node respec-
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tively. The remaining 32 nodes are used for both HDFS data nodes and Hama, Zebra compute
nodes. Each compute node is allocated 15GB of Java heap size. Hadoop 1.2.1 and Hama-0.6.0 are
used in experiments.
Since Zebra mainly relies on graph locality, we implemented the METIS partitioning algorithm on
both Hama and Zebra as the default partitioning algorithm in system performance evaluation. In
both hama and Zebra, we configure each compute node with only one partition, so in our evalua-
tion, the number of partitions equals the number of compute node used.
Figure 3.7(1∼3) shows Zebra’s performance speedup over Hama when running three graph al-
gorithms on the LiveJounal data set. On average, Zebra achieves twice the speed of Hama. For
all three algorithms, the largest speedup comes from 8 partitions, this is because with 8 parti-
tions, graph locality is the highest. With a higher graph locality Zebra allows more computation in
the next superstep to be overlapped with communication in the current phase and removes larger
amounts of local messages from network transmission, while Hama takes no advantage of graph
locality. On the other hand, the average speedup of community detection algorithm is higher
than PageRank and SSSP. The reason is that the Community detection algorithm is dominated by
both vertex computation and communication, while PageRank and SSSP have relatively less ver-
tex computation and communication. Having more computation and communication to optimize,
Zebra receives more speedup on Community Detection that others. Figure 3.7(4∼6) shows the per-
formance speedup of PageRank and Community Detection on cit-Patents and SSSP on RoadCA.
The speedup trend is similar to that of the LiveJounal data set. However, the average speedup is
lower than that on the LiveJournal data set, due to a less severe communication delay in Hama with
a fewer number of edges in cit-Patents and RoadCA.
Due to memory space limit on Marmot cluster, Hama could not successfully run any of the three
algorithms on UK graph. Hama will fail after 1 or 2 supersteps. However, Zebra could successfully
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run all of the three algorithms on UK graph. For the succeeded supersteps when running PageRank
on UK with Hama, Zebra is 3 times faster.
3.6.5 System Performance Breakdown
To better understand how Zebra outperforms Hama, we break the execution time of each superstep
in Hama and Zebra into computation time and communication time. Figure 3.8 shows the detailed
breakdown of a superstep’s average execution time in all experiments in Figure 3.7. The compu-
tation time in Hama is represented by Hama-compute and communication time is represented by
Hama-comm. The computation time in Zebra is further split into current superstep computation
time (Zebra-compute) and next superstep computation time (Zebra-N-compute). Zebra-N-compute
time is for the partial computation in the next superstep that is moved to the current superstep
communication phase by Zebra. Communication time (Zebra-comm) in Zebra starts right after
Zebra-compute and overlaps with Zebra-N-compute. The computation and communication time
are accumulated from all compute nodes to better understand how total accumulated computation
and communication time change with increasing number of partitions.
From breakdown results of all experiments, we find that Zebra outperforms Hama mainly because
of reduced communication delay in Zebra. Shorter communication delay first benefits from Zebra’s
separated message processing. The total amounts of local messages from vertex locality and edge
locality is on average more than 60% and 75% of the total messages in LiveJournal and cit-Patents
respectively. These local messages in Zebra will not go through the network stack, once generated
in memory, they are available for consuming. Then, all network resources can be used for remote
message transmission, therefore communication time can be much shorter. On the other hand, in
most of Zebra’s communications phase, an average of more that 50% of the computation in the
next superstep is also being performed, which further mitigates the communication delay.
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The total computation time in Hama and Zebra is almost the same across all the experiments,
this proves that Zebra introduces negligible overhead with runtime vertex categorization, message
separation and vertex computation decoupling.
Because Community detection is computation dominant, Zebra has larger portion of computation
to overlap with communication. In the best case, Community detection on both LiveJournal and
cite-Patents with 8 partitions achieves zero communication delay. All communication is over-
lapped by computation in the next superstep. With an increasing number of partitions, both Hama
and Zebra will experience longer communication delay, but the portion of computation overlapped
remains almost the same as the vertex locality ratio. SSSP on RoadCA could overlap almost all the


























































Figure 3.9: Graph locality and system performance speedup correlation
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3.6.6 Graph locality and Zebra Performance Correlation
In this section, we run the Community detection algorithm on both LiveJournal and cit-Patents as
an example to study the correlations between graph locality and Zebra’s performance. Figure 3.9
illustrates how vertex locality and edge locality affect Zebra’s performance speedup against Hama.
Overall, Zebra’s performance speedup drops as graph locality decreases. We also find Vertex lo-
cality is the dominant factor affecting Zebra’s performance, since with 16 partitions on LiveJounal,
though edge locality gets higher, Zebra’s speedup still drops along with lower vertex locality, and
also on cit-Patents, Zebra’s performance is affected little when edge locality drops quickly. The
reason behind this is that vertex locality allows both CONSUME and PRODUCE computation on
a vertex in the next superstep to be started during a current superstep’s communication phase.

































Figure 3.10: Performance of Zebra against Hama with hash partition
The hash partition produces the lowest graph locality. Because of this, Zebra performs worst
with a hash partition algorithm. Figure 3.10 shows Zebra’s performance against Hama with the
hash partition. As observed, Zebra still performs better than Hama. However, the speedup comes
mainly from message transmission optimization rather than from computation and communication
overlap. Since little computation in the next superstep can be overlapped with current communi-
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cation. However, communication occupies most of the whole processing time, even low speedup





































Figure 3.11: CPU and memory usage in Hama and Zebra
3.6.8 Memory and CPU Usage
In this section, we measure the runtime CPU and memory usage in Hama and Zebra to gain a
deeper understanding of why Zebra outperforms Hama. Figure 3.11 is the captured CPU and
memory usage in Hama and Zebra while running community detection algorithm on the Live-
Jouranl data set. A total of 5 supersteps are measured. In each superstep of Hama, more than half
of the time, the CPU is idle, during which Hama is only sending and receiving messages, while
Zebra keeps CPU usage above 50% all the times. The reason for this is that Zebra is also doing
computation during communication. We also observe that Zebra’s superstep time decreases from
superstep 1 to 3 and stabilized from superstep 4. This is because superstep 1 does not have vertex
categorization yet, and it is done in superstep 2. It’s reasonable that superstep 1 and 2 have longer
execution time. For superstep 3, we examines its computation time, and it’s the same with super-
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step 4 and 5, but communication is longer. This is because superstep 4 and following supersteps
already adapte to the vertex categorization, locality difference on each node makes communication
start at different times, resulting in more efficient network transmission.
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CHAPTER 4: A LIGHT-WEIGHT AUTONOMOUS BLOCK
MANAGEMENT IN HDFS
The Intersected Shifted Declustering distribution algorithm is extended from our previous work,
Shifted Declustering (SD) [67, 66], which belongs to the deterministic declustering layout de-
scribed the background section. It obtains optimal parallelism in a wide range of configurations,
and obtains optimal high performance and load balancing in both fault-free and degraded modes.
Similar to other deterministic layouts, both data distribution and data lookup are achieved using the
placement algorithm, which can significantly reduce the memory space consumption and mainte-
nance cost. However, as this layout is initially designed for small-scale RAID like systems, directly
applying shifted declustering to HDFS will cause two main problems. First, the storage system will
not scale out, because the location of each block is calculated based on the total number of nodes
in the system, any changes, such as node addition or removal, will result in reshuffling of the whole
data blocks. Second, the recovery ability is unacceptable. If a node fails, the recovery option is
either reconstructing it with a new node or re-replicating the missing blocks to current live nodes
with a reshuffling of the whole data blocks. Writing all missing blocks to a new node or a system
wide reshuffling both require extremely long time. The group based shifted declustering in [24]
did not address the low recovery ability issue and expanded the scalability of shifted declustering
layout only in a limited degree. In summary, there are two major design challenges when applying
SD in the DiFS: Low-overhead scale-out ability and High recoverability.
In order to effectively address the two challenges above as well as eliminate memory and main-
tenance overhead from the root, we have developed a new system called Deister, as shown in
Figure 1.2. Deister exploits a deterministic block mapping function, which is composed of a series
of mathematical functions, for block-node distribution and retrieval. This technique will allow for
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the millions or billions of block-node records to be removed. Also this block mapping’s reverse
lookup function enables autonomous block mapping maintenance on each data node. Therefore,
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(a) Block-node mapping memory space cost in HDFS (b) Block-node mapping memory space cost in Deister
Linear Hashing Shifted Declustering
Figure 4.1: Our Proposed Decoupled Address Mapping. n,N,m represent the number of blocks,
Nodes, and groups, respectively. Here, us N = 128, group size = 4 as n example. (a). Instead
of maintaining billions of block-node entries, our proposed deterministic methods only record the
logic groups to provide block-node mapping. (b). Given a physical node, the reverse-lookup could
be performed on each storage node for self-block checking.
4.1 Inversable Intersected Shifted Declustering with Decoupled Address Mapping
In order to deal with scale-out challenge, we add an abstract mapping layer referred to as, Logical
Group (LG), between the original block to node mapping. Each data node can belong to multiple
logic groups and blocks are mapped to these groups before they are placed on the data nodes. The
number of nodes in each group is the same, which is referred as group size in this paper. The
mapping information between nodes and LG is recorded in a small compact table called datanode
map, which can be stored on any of the nodes in the cluster. When given a block id, our methods
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firstly identify the block’s mapped groups using a linear hash function as shown in Equation(1),
then we obtain the inner group ID through Equation(2) and lastly return the nodes containing the
given block using our Shifted Declustering [67], a novel placement-ideal data layout, as shown
Equation(3). The Equations 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 constitute our deterministic calculation methods
detailed in later block-to-node mapping steps. We show an example of Deister’s mapping function
in Figure 4.1.
4.1.1 Block-to-node Mapping
Given the block ID, the block-to-node distribution can be resolved into block-to-group mapping
and inner group block distribution.
Step 1 Block-to-group mapping. During this step, a given block b is mapped to a group g. Assume
the initial total number of groups X , is indexed from 0 to X − 1 and is static; a module-based
function is enough to map a block b to a group g as g = b%X . However, in dynamic clusters, with
new storage nodes deployed/removed, the number of groups, X , will change to X ′ , so b%X 6=
b%X
′ . This inequality implies that a large number of blocks need to be shuffled between the
groups, resulting in system performance degradation. To avoid a large amount of data shuffling,
we use linear hashing to map a block to a group. For a simple illustration, assume that the number
of newly added groups s is smaller than X , g = b%(2 · X) if s > b%X . Such a module strategy
could allow us to achieve low remapping costs in group expansion. For instance, with respect to
the first group added, only the blocks with b%(2 · X) = X will be remapped from group 0 to
the newly added group, indexed as X , while all other blocks will not be affected. The complete
equations for block to group mapping are as follows. x is the current number of groups. s in the
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following equations can be any number of newly added groups.
g =
 b%(X · 2
l), if b%(X · 2l) ≥ x+ s−X · 2l
b%(2l+1 ·X), if b%(X · 2l) < x+ s−X · 2l
(4.1)




Step 2(a) Block ID reassignment. Because we map the blocks b (labeled as 0, 1, 2...) into multiple
groups during block-to-group mapping, the blocks mapped to a specific group no longer have
consecutive IDs. This can cause the data blocks to be unevenly distributed among the group nodes
if the block placement method based on id is directly applied. To address this issue, each block
is given a new block ID, a, such that all blocks are consecutively ordered before block-to-node
mapping occurs. This can be achieved with the following functions, the definition of variables are
the same as in Step 1.
a =
 bb/(X · 2
l)c, if b%(X · 2l) ≥ x+ s−X · 2l
bb/(2l+1 ·X)c, if b%(X · 2l) < x+ s−X · 2l
(4.2)
Step 2(b) Inner group block-to-node mapping. During this step, blocks and their replicas are
distributed to nodes within each group. The most important requirement for block distribution
is to ensure that the block replicas are evenly distributed within each group, i.e, any two nodes
within a group should share the same amount of redundant data, which allows the lost data on
the failed node to be recovered in parallel. Our proposed shifted declustering method, originally
designed for the purpose of placing redundant data on disks, could satisfy this requirement [67].
As with placing data on disks, we employ the shifted declustering method to place a block and its
replicas on nodes in a group in a circular fashion. To briefly illustrate this method, we assume that
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our cluster contains 4 nodes, and each block will have 3 replicas. The 4 nodes are indexed from
0, 1, 2, 3, and a redundant block is recorded with (a, i), where a is the block id and i is the replica
number with the value of 0, 1, or 2 (three replicas). Given a and i, the index of the target node d is
calculated with the following function.
d = node(a, i) = (a+ i)%4 (4.3)
Figure 4.2: Our proposed smart node to group mapping algorithm ensures the new group LG1,000
share 3 pyhsical nodes with one existing group to minimize the number of remapped blocks. Block
1, 000 and 3, 000 along with their 3 replicas are re-mapped to new group LG1,000, but only one
replica (b = 3, 000, i = 2) is physically moved.
4.1.2 Node-to-Block Lookup ( Reverse Lookup)
The process of finding the ids of all blocks that reside on a given node is called reverse lookup.
The reverse lookup is an essential step for autonomous block-node mapping maintenance.
Step 1 Find the inner group block IDs. Because the blocks are distributed within the group through
a circular fashion using shifted declustering method, the blocks’ id, a can be retrieved via an
iteration calculation. For instance, in the example with group size of 4,
d = (a+ i)%4 → reverse→ a = 4 · j + (d− i)%4 (4.4)
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where i iterates through 0, 1, 2 for each j = 0, 1, 2..., n, where 3n is the number of blocks dis-
tributed in this node calculated through our consecutive block id policy. The inverse function of
shifted declustered for all cases is detailed in [66].
Step 2 Map a to the original block IDs b. Through Equation(2), we reassign the block b, a new
consecutively ordered ID a, in a specific group. The block ID a calculated in the above step,
needs to be mapped to their original block b. The following function is the inverse function of
Equation(2) and the value g is the index of the logic group containing the given node,
b =
 (2
l ·X · a) + g, if b%(X · 2l) ≥ s
(2l+1 ·X · a) + g, otherwise
(4.5)
Step 3 Join all. Since a given node may be selected into multiple logic groups, the blocks’ id
associated with a given node should be found from all its participated groups and joined together.
Thus, for each logic groups, we repeat above Steps 1 and 2, and then join all the results.
4.2 High Recoverability and Scale-out Ability
In today’s commodity clusters, cluster changes such as node failure or addition are very common.
These changes would require that the file system frequently redistribute its data in order to ac-
count for the newly deployed hardware. In our Deister example system, we implement “decoupled
address mapping” to efficiently reduce data shuffling in the event of cluster change.
As shown in Figure 4.2, two logic groups are allowed to share the same physical node in order
to minimize the number of blocks to be remapped and shuffled during node addition. Such an
architecture requires an efficient method of assigning nodes to groups. One specific challenge
associated with the selection of physical nodes and their assigned groups is ensuring that all nodes
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be assigned to approximately the same number of groups so as to maintain load balance between
nodes.
In order to deal with the above challenge, we informally define the coverage for a node j, denoted
covj , as a metric based on the number of existing groups containing nodej . Coverage is formally
defined in Equation (6). Intuitively, a nodej appearing in more groups will store more data based
on our hashing calculations in Equation (1). We divide the x + s groups into three sections based
on their group id, shown as follows.
section 1 [0, (x+ s−X · 2l))]
section 2 [(x+ s−X · 2l), X · 2l)]
section 3 [X · 2l, x+ s]
We denote α1 as the number of groups in section 1 and section 3 that contain node j and α2 as the
number of groups in section 2, that contains node j. Based on the hashing mapping in Equation











Algorithm 1 Smart Node-group Mapping: Node Failure
N = {node0, node1, ..., noden−1} // n cluster nodes
COVN = {cov0, cov1, ..., covn−1} // n nodes’ coverage




Find: Gi = {gk ∈ G | nodei ∈ gk}
for gj ∈ Gi do
Let: L = {N − gj}
Let: COVL = {covk | nodek ∈ L}
Find: noder ∈ L | noder = minCOVL, noder /∈ R
Append noder to R.
Replace nodei with noder
Update COVN and G
end for
4.2.1 Node failure
In the event of node failure, the lost data on the failed node needs to be recovered. In our Deister
system, each group containing the failed node will find a distinct live node to replace the failed one
in order to achieve parallel recovery, as shown in Algorithm 1. For each affected group gj , the set of
live nodes that are not in gj will be selected as candidate nodes L. Then the noder with the smallest
coverage in L will be used to replace the failed node for gj . Finally, the coverage of nodes COVN
and G will be updated accordingly, before selecting the replacement node for the next affected
group. Figure 4.4 shows an example of choosing recovery targets when Node 2 fails. As Node 2
is initially covered by Group 0, 1, 2, 3, each group independently chooses its recovery target—
Group 0, 1, 2, 3 choose to reconstruct their missing blocks to Node 6, 3, 1, 5, respectively. The
recovery parallelism of our proposed approach is determined by the number of groups that cover a
failed node. The data movement caused by a node failure is optimal in Deister, which is wfailed/W
of total data (where W is the total weights of all nodes). wfailed can be calculated based on failure
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node’s coverage, wfailed = covfailed/
∑N
i=1 covi.
Algorithm 2 Smart Node-group Mapping: Nodes Addition
COVN = {cov0, cov1, ..., covn−1} // n nodes’ coverage
G = {g0, g1..., gX·2l} // all groups
Newly added s nodes
Steps:
Mirror current groups, G = {g0, g1..., gX·2l+1}
Calculate covave =
X · 2l+1 · group size
N + s
Calculate the number of candidate groups g with Eqn(6)
for each nodei in x nodes do
for k = 1; k <= g; k ++ do
Randomly selected groupj , X · 2l < j < X · 2l+1
Select nodemax with the largest coverage in groupj
while groupj contains nodei or covmax < covave do
Randomly selected groupj , X · 2l < j < X · 2l+1
Select nodemax with the largest coverage in groupj
end while
Replace nodemax with nodei.




When one or multiple new cluster nodes are deployed on a storage system, some of the stored data
will need to be transferred from existing nodes to the newly added ones. The goal of our node
addition algorithm is to guarantee that the data is only shuffled between existing nodes and the
newly added nodes. Algorithm 2 presents the process of group expansion when new nodes are
added in our Deister system. If the coverage of the newly added node is known, the number of
newly added groups, g, can be determined according to Equation 4.6. According to Equation 4.1,
we know that half of the blocks belonging to a specific group will be remapped to the newly added
group. Thus, through maximizing the number of nodes shared between the newly added group and
an existing one, the number of blocks to be shuffled will be minimized as shown in Figure 4.2. So
in our system, whenever groups = X · 2l and new groups are being added, we double the current




X · 2l+1 · group size
N + i
(4.7)
where N is current number of nodes; i is newly added number of nodes. For each newly added
node, Deister will replace one node with this new node in each selected g new groups. Moreover,
to maintain load balance, the node to be replaced shall have the largest coverage value within the
new group. If the largest coverage value is still smaller than covave, another new group will be
re-selected into the g new groups. Such cluster expansion will also result in a optimal fraction,
wnew/W , of total data to be shuffled.
Figure 4.2 shows an example of adding a new node, the block remapping only occurs in group
LG1, in which block 1, 000, and 3, 000 with 3 replicas are remapped to the new group LG1,000, but
only one replica out of 6 is physically moved.
4.2.3 I/O behavior during node failure or addition
In Deister, the read or write I/O will not be stalled during node failure or addition. Deister maintains
two versions of datanode map during nodes failure or addition. One is the currently used version
before node changes, the other one is the temporary under-construction version after node changes.
For node addition, the under-construction version will be sent to data nodes to direct the data
shuffling process. As described in Section 4.2.2, some blocks will be moved to the newly added
node from the old nodes. In this process, each old node does not delete its local copies of the
moved blocks. Thus, all read operations can continue to be served by the old datanode map without
failure, while all the write operations after the shuffling process begins will be served by the under-
construction datanode map. After the shuffling process is complete, the old datanode map will be
completely replaced by the under-construction version and each old data node will then delete its
local copies of the moved blocks. Similar for node failure, all the new write I/O after the node
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failure will be served by the under-construction datanode map while the read I/O will continue to
be served by the datanode map before the node failure until the recovery process is complete.
4.3 Autonomous Block-node Mapping Maintenance
In the previous sections, we use deterministic methods to replace the block-to-node mapping in
order to eliminate the memory overhead on the master node. In this section, we propose our au-
tonomous block-node mapping maintenance to eliminate the maintenance overhead on the master
node. Two key maintenance tasks are needed to keep the block-node mapping up-to-date.
• Consistency Checking: the recorded block-node mapping on the master node has to be syn-
chronized with the blocks actually stored on each data nodes.
• Handling Recovery: in case of block loss, the DiFS has to track the under-replicated blocks
and recover them accordingly.
In current DiFSs, these two tasks can be completed only on the master node. The master node
periodically receives block reports from all data nodes, updates its block-node mapping records,
and recovers under-replicated blocks accordingly. However, these two maintenance tasks require
non-negligible CPU and network resources on the master node. Therefore, in Deister, we propose
that each data node performs these two tasks itself by using ISD’s reverse lookup function. These
two tasks are performed independently without any metadata exchange. Figure 4.3 gives a high
























Figure 4.3: Overall architecture of autonomous block-node mapping maintenance. Data nodes do
not exchange any metadata with each other
4.3.1 Autonomous Block-node mapping Consistency Check
To perform consistency checking autonomously, each data node first has to know what blocks it
should store. Instead of consulting the master node for this information, each data node could
calculate this information locally with ISD’s reverse lookup function. The only requirement for
this calculation is a copy of datanode map, which is relatively small. Then, each data node scans its
local file system and gets a list of blocks it currently stores. Finally, the comparison is conducted
between the stored block list and the calculated block list. The physical block locations will be
adjusted based on the calculated location information. The locations of the physical blocks should
unconditionally follow the distribution function.
4.3.2 Autonomous Block Recovery
Lost blocks found during the block-node mapping consistency checking can be easily recovered
by the data node itself, since it has a copy of the datanode map, and it can use ISD to calculate the
locations of lost blocks’ live replicas, and then copy the live replicas from the calculated locations.
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In the case of node failure, the master node will first update the datanode map using algorithms
in section 4.2. Upon receiving the datanode map updates, each data node could autonomously
start the recovery process for the node failure. Each data node will first check whether its LG
membership has changed. If the data node’s LG membership changed, it will use ISD’s reverse
lookup function to calculate a new list of blocks it should store and recover the physically missing






g = 0 1 2 3 4
g = 1 5 6 1 2
g = 3 2 3 4 5
g = 5 1 2 4 6
... ... ... ... ...
Original Block IDs # b
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{ 0, 128, 384, 512, ...
129, 257, 385, 641, ...
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Parallel Reconstruction
{0, 128, 384, 512, ...} => Node 6
{29, 257, 385, 641, ...} => Node 3
{3, 259, 387, 515, ...} => Node 1





Figure 4.4: Parallel reconstruction for Node 2 which is covered by Group 0, 1, 3, and 5. Each
group replaced Node 2 with Node 6, 3, 1 and 5 respectively.
4.3.3 Network Efficiency
For block consistency check, no network metadata messages are required. All the required block
metadata can be calculated locally. As for node failure, only a datanode map update need to be
sent to each data node. However, in HDFS, recovering each block on the failed node will require
one network metadata message from the namenode. In practice, the number of missing blocks is
several magnitude higher than the number of data nodes.
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4.4 Evaluations
We have implemented a Deister prototype and only implemented a block management module
of DiFS, rather than a whole new DiFS. Since block management is tightly coupled with other
modules in current DiFS such as name space management, it is hard to directly measure the per-
formance metrics, such as memory and CPU usage, of current block management. On the other
hand, Deister’s performance gains are more substantial beyond thousands of nodes scale, but we
have limited cluster resources, it is not possible for us to conduct experiments at thousands of
nodes scale. Therefore, in this paper, we extract the block management module of HDFS source
code. Then, we remove its dependencies on other HDFS modules. The core components such as
BlocksMap, replicationThread, neededReplications, pendingReplications, processReport, Datan-
odeManager, HeartbeatManager and etc, are all kept. Namenode and data nodes in both HDFS
and Deister are implemented as two separate processes hosted on two machines. Each data node
is implemented as a thread in the data nodes process, so it is easy to simulate thousands of data
nodes. Finally, we build an independent block management program for each of HDFS and Deis-
ter. Deister is designed to satisfy all of the desired five properties of DiFS block management as
discussed in section ??. We evaluate each of the five properties of Deister relative to HDFS.
Experimental Setup All our experiments are conducted on Marmot and CASS clusters. Marmot
is a cluster of PRObE on-site project [25, 64] and housed at CMU in Pittsburgh. The system has
128 nodes / 256 cores and each node in the cluster has dual 1.6GHz AMD Opteron processors,
16GB of memory, Gigabit Ethernet, and a 2TB Western Digital SATA disk drive. CASS consists
of 46 nodes on two racks, one rack including 15 compute nodes and one head node and the other
rack containing 30 compute nodes. Each node is equipped with two Dual-Core 2.33GHz Xeon
processors, 20GB of memory, Gigabit Ethernet and a 500GB SATA hard drive.
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4.5 Block Distribution
























Figure 4.5: Performance comparison between random and ISD replica parament. TeraGen is all
write while TeraSort has read and write.
In this section, we test the effect of Deister’s ISD placement on Hadoop jobs and I/O performance
relative to HDFS’s random placement. ISD placement is implemented into the original HDFS. We
deploy a Hadoop cluster on Marmot with one node serving as the master while 100 nodes serve as
slaves. The default block size is set to 64MB. We choose TeraGen and TeraSort benchmark suit,
because they are typical write and read heavy MapReduce jobs. TeraGen benchmarks are ran with
the same configuration on the same cluster as follows: a total amount of 1TB of data is written;
and each file has 3 replicas. Therefore, there are 3TB of data generated by the TeraGen job. Then,
the TeraSort is used to sort the generated data with the same number of mappers assigned.
We can see from Figure 4.5 that the execution time on both TeraGen and TeraSort jobs are almost
the same. We conclude ISD layout has negligible effect on the performance of Hadoop jobs. We
also run the TestDFSIO benchmark to further test Deister’s I/O performance. 100 mappers are
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configured with each reading and writing 1GB data. The results are shown in Figure 4.6. We can
























































































hdfs Deister ~ 1000×500 Deister ~ 2000×800
Figure 4.7: Block management memory usage as the number of blocks increases. The number of
data nodes is fixed to 10,000. Deister is configured with different number of group×group size.
4.5.2 Memory Space
We measure the memory usage of block management for storing millions of blocks on both HDFS
and Deister on CASS cluster as shown in Figure 4.7 and 4.8. In our experiment, each block has
3 replicas and each data node with 1TB capacity is capable of storing 18,000 blocks. Deister’s
memory usage is measured with different number of groups and group sizes. Higher number of
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groups and larger group size will require more memory space. In Figure 4.7, we first show the
memory space cost with growing number of blocks in a 10,000 nodes cluster. The memory cost of
HDFS block management grows linearly with the increasing number of blocks, but that of Deister
remains constant with only 34 MB with respect to 13.4 GB in HDFS. The reason behind this is that
Deister only stores data nodes information, block locations are calculated in real time, requiring no
memory space. Then, we examine the memory usage trends as the number of data nodes increases,
while the number of blocks is fixed to 1,000,000. From Figure 4.8, we can see the memory usage of
HDFS block management grows little, since adding thousands of data nodes’ information objects
require negligible memory space. Deister’s memory usage grows linearly, but with only tens of
Megabytes, it can scale to 10,000 nodes. Our results are also confirmed in [57, 7]. It reports that
the total amount of metadata for storing 500 million blocks in HDFS will occupy about 130 GB
RAM on a namenode, among which block management accounts for about 63% of total RAM
used. And even a 3.5K-nodes cluster becomes unresponsive under heavy loads, scaling to 10K
nodes is unachievable. We conclude that, with about 50% less memory usage, Deister is expected



















Number of data nodes (K)
HDFS Deister ~ (N/10)×500 Deister ~ (N/5)×800
Figure 4.8: Block management memory usage as the number of data nodes increases. The number
of blocks is fixed to 1,000,000. N is the total number of data nodes, Deister is configured with
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Figure 4.9: Lookup latency.
4.5.3 Block Location Lookup
Since the location of a block in Deister is calculated in real time, we measure the lookup latency
of Deister comparing to HDFS on CASS cluster as shown in Figure 4.9. HDFS uses a hashmap to
index each block object and the block locations are recorded in the block object. So the hashmap’s
performance determines HDFS’s block location lookup time. The block location time in the figure
is averaged by looking up 10000 random blocks. From the result, we can see Deister’s lookup
latency remains constant wih only about 350 µs, while HDFS’s hashmap lookup time is constantly
longer and experiences a jump when the number of blocks increases to 30 million. This is because
Deister’s math lookup function is irrelevant to the number of blocks, but for HDFS, as hashmap’s
complexity isO(1) ∼ O(n), more blocks in the hashmap will produce more hash collisions, which























Figure 4.10: CPU usage of block maintenance with a cluster size of 10,000.
4.6 Block Maintenance
Block maintenance, including block consistency check and block recovery is another overhead in
current DiFS block management. In Figure 4.10, we show the CPU usage of block maintenance
in both HDFS and Deister. Both HDFS and Deister are initialized with 10,000 data nodes and 60
million blocks, each with 3 replicas. Both namenodes are deployed on CASS cluster. The block
report interval in HDFS is set to 1 hour and the heartbeat interval in both HDFS and Deister is
set to 3 seconds. We assume the block reports’ arrival time is evenly distributed in an hour, then
there will be about 3 reports processed in one second. Each report contains the information of
18,000 blocks. And we place a node failure at the 19th second. As shown in Figure 4.10, the block
reports processing in HDFS occupies about 25% of total namenode processing capacity. After
HDFS namenode starts blocks recovery, the CPU usage increases to about 35%. While in Deister,
there is only a short CPU usage jump when node failure is detected. After the namenode finishes
updating the datanode map, CPU usage goes back to extremely low usage state in which namenode





























Number of data nodes (k)
HDFS Block report HDFS block report + block recovery
Deister(20groups) deister(100groups)
Figure 4.11: CPU usage of block maintenance as system expands.
In figure 4.11, we further investigate how the CPU usage of block maintenance varies with the
increasing number of data nodes. For HDFS, we measure the average CPU usage of both block
report processing and block report processing plus block recovery. And for Deister, we capture its
average CPU usage of updating datanode map triggered by node failure. With increasing number of
data nodes, the CPU usages of block reports processing and block recovery in HDFS increases by
about 18% at 5,000 data nodes scale. And they follow the same increasing trend. This implies that
the CPU usage increase in HDFS block maintenance is mainly caused by block reports processing,
since the namenode has more block reports to process with more data nodes. While in Deister, the
CPU usage has an increase of only about 5% when the cluster scales to 5,000 data nodes. On the
other hand, the CPU usage of updating datanode maps increases with more groups in Deister. The
reason is well explained in Algorithm 1: each group containing the failed node will have to find a
live data node with minimum coverage to replace the failed node, more groups a failed data node
belongs to, more computation is needed.
In Deister, the block maintenance is performed autonomously on each data node. Figure 4.12
shows the CPU usage of block maintenance on a data node. In our experiment, we configure each
data node to reverse lookup all its stored blocks every 3 seconds for block consistency check. We
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find that reversing 18000 blocks incurs only about 0.025% CPU usage. In case of node failure,
each data node could independently compute the list of blocks it need to recover using the reverse
lookup function. In this experiment, the failed node is covered by 10 groups, so each node is
responsible for recovering 1800 blocks. After getting the list of blocks it needs to recover, the
block recovery process is the same as in namenode of HDFS, which incurs only an average of



















Figure 4.12: CPU usage of block recovery in Deister data nodes.
4.7 Reorganization and Data Movement
In this section, we evaluate Deister’s ability to handle cluster node addition and removal.
4.7.1 Nodes Failure
The data movement incurred by node failure in Deister is optimal and the same as in HDFS. For
node failure, we will be focusing on evaluating the recovery parallelism. Figure 4.13 shows the
recovery parallelism of both HDFS and Deister with increasing number of data nodes. It’s not
surprise that HDFS’s recovery parallelism is always near cluster size, since each missing block’s
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recovery target is randomly chosen across the cluster. But in Deister, the recovery parallelism is
determined by the number of groups the failure node covers. In Figure 4.13, the initial cluster
size for Deister is 100. We measure Deister’s recovery parallelism under two settings. One has
initial 60 groups with group size of 50 and the other has 150 groups with group size of 20. Group
size is fixed throughout expansion, while the number of groups increase as system expands. In the
result, we can see the recovery parallelism is the same as the initial parallelism at points: 100, 200,
400, 800, 1600, but fluctuates at their intervals. The reason can be well explained by Figure 4.2
and Algorithm 2: newly added groups will overlap all of its data nodes except the new nodes
with existing groups. This will make the old nodes cover more groups than new nodes, resulting
in higher recovery parallelism in old nodes. Thus the average recovery parallelism will increase,
but as old nodes in the new groups are gradually replaced with new nodes, the average recovery






























































































ith data node added
Data movement Data Skew-100 initial groups Data Skew-10 initial groups
Figure 4.14: Data movement and data distribution skew ratio when expanding a cluster from 1000
nodes to 2000 nodes.
4.7.2 Nodes Addition
In this section, we study the data movement and storage balance when the system expands. Fig-
ure 4.14 shows the data movement factor decreases exponentially as the number of data nodes




of total data is moved to this new node, where N is the current number of nodes.
Then, we examine Deister’s real time data distribution balance as the system expands. The skew
ratio in Figure 4.14 is calculated as covmax/covmin. In the results, we can see Deister’s data dis-
tribution skew ratio varies little as system expands, but with more initial groups, Deister has better
overall balance. Therefore, we conduct two more experiments to further explore how distribution
balance is related to the initial number of groups and group size. The results are shown in Fig-
ure 4.15. The results indicate that higher number of groups or group size will both produce better
storage balance. For data nodes with 1 TB capacity, 100 groups and 500 group size can generate














































































(b) Initial groups = 100
Figure 4.15: Average data distribution skew ratio when expanding the number of data node from
1000 to 2000.
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CHAPTER 5: A DISTRIBUTION-AWARE ONLINE SAMPLING
METHOD
Figure 5.1 shows the overal architecture of Sapprox. At the input stage of Hadoop, Sapprox will
first retrieve the sub-dataset storage distribution information from our efficient and flexible SegMap
to estimate the inclusion probability of each segment. Section 5.2 introduces the estimation of in-
clusion probability and the creation, storage and retrieval of SegMap. According to the obtained
inclusion probability, Sapprox will then sample a list of segments for the requested sub-dataset.
The sampled segments are further grouped to form input splits, which are finally fed to map tasks.
The design of this sample generation procedure is detailed in Section 5.3. Section 5.5 introduces
the implementation of the approximation Mapper and Reducer templates. In particular, we imple-














Map & Reduce tasks
(result ± error)
Split Split Split Split
Input file
Sampled             Segments
Figure 5.1: Sapprox architecture.
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5.1 Applying cluster sampling with unequal probability
In cluster sampling, a cluster is the sampling unit. To apply cluster sampling in distributed file
systems such as HDFS, we first define what is a cluster in HDFS. Files in HDFS are usually trans-
formed into records before being fed to Hadoop jobs. In this case, the population in a HDFS file is
defined as all the records in the HDFS file. In Sapprox, we define cluster as a list of consecutively
stored records, referred to as segment. The number of records in each segment is the same and
can be an arbitrary integer. Section 5.6 gives a practical guide on how to set the optimal number of
records in a segment. When we sample segments for a sub-dataset, the number of records belong-
ing to the queried sub-dataset in each segment will be different due to the skewed distribution. If
each segment is sampled with equal probability, an unpleasant outcome could be ending up many
sampled segments with few records that belong to the queried sub-dataset, namely wasting a lot
of I/O bandwidth. To improve sampling efficiency, we associate each segment with an inclusion
probability proportional to its number of records that belong to the queried sub-dataset. We for-
mally define the inclusion probability of segment i as πi. This sampling design is also known as
the probability proportional to size (pps) method [43]. Based on this design, segments containing
more records belonging to the queried sub-dataset will have a higher probability to be sampled.
Suppose a sub-dataset is distributed over N segments and each segment i contains Mi records be-
longing to the queried sub-dataset, where Mi is referred to as the occurrences of a sub-dataset in





Another design consideration is to make the variance of an estimator as small as possible. Tak-
ing estimating the population total τ as an example, we denote the sub-total obtained from each




i=1(τi/πi). Ideally, we would use πi = τi/τ , because for all possible samples, the estimation
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will be τ̂ = τ and the variance of τ̂ will be 0. However, all the τi are unknown until sampled.
Alternatively, a simple observation is that τi is closely related to the number of relevant records in
a segment.
5.2 Segment inclusion probability estimation
To make the above sampling design work, we need to record the occurrences of a sub-dataset in
all of the segments. Since Sapprox aims to support approximations on arbitrary sub-datasets, we
need to quantify the number of all possible sub-datasets in a whole dataset. We formally define φ
as a set of columns or fields in a data record and x as a tuple of values for a column set φ. For
example, x = (“New Y ork”, “Linux”) is a value for φ = {City,OS}. Each unique value x
represents a sub-dataset. D(φ) denotes the set of unique x-values over a given φ. We can conclude
that for a dataset with f columns, there will be 2f unique φ’s, and the total number of sub-datasets
is K =
∑2f
i=1 |D(φi)|. Because K is an exponential number, it incurs a prohibitive cost in order to
record the entire distribution information.
To resolve this problem, we develop a probabilistic distribution map, in which only the occur-
rences of a sub-dataset with |φi| = 1 are recorded, while that of other sub-datasets are esti-
mated using the conditional probability theory. The occurrences are stored in our data structure
SegMap. The occurrences of a sub-dataset x across all file segments in SegMap is denoted as
Mx = {Mx1 ,Mx2 , ...,MxN}. The simplest case for |φ| > 1 is that all columns in φ are mutually
independent. Suppose there is a sub-dataset x with x = (k1, k2, k3, ..., kl) for |φi| = l, 0 < l ≤ f .





i is recorded in SegMap and S is the segment size. As a result, given the conditional probability
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Next, we deal with a more challenging case that columns in φ have dependencies. For sub-dataset
x = (k1, k2, k3, ..., kl), we divide its columns into two parts: k1 ∼ kg denotes columns having
dependencies and kg+1 ∼ kl represents independent columns. According to the chain rule of










We cannot calculate P ′i (x), since we only know Pi(kj), for j = 1 ∼ l. Any conditional probability
Pi(kj|∩j−1t=1kt) is unknown. To compute π̂i, we actually do not need to compute each P
′
i (x). Instead,
if we can compute the ratios between any pair of P ′i (x) and P
′
j (x), then π̂i can be computed using
the computed ratios. For example, we compute all the ratios rxi between P
′
1(x) and all P
′
i (x) with



































We continue to introduce how to calculate rxi . For a single evidence k1, we can obtain P1(k1) and


















In Equation 5.6, the two conditional probabilities for segment i and 1:
∏g
j=2 Pi(kj| ∩j−1t=2 kt) and∏g
j=2 P1(kj| ∩j−1t=2 kt) are the dependencies for column (k1 ∼ kg). We assume that for the same
set of columns, their dependencies are the same in any segment of a table. For example, in almost
any credit card application record, if your occupation is “student”, then your home type has a high









We limit the use of Equation (5.7) only when the columns in k1 ∼ kg have strong and consistent
dependencies from the first row to the last row of a table. Otherwise, we place the column into the
independent columns part kg+1 ∼ kl. For each dependent column kj in (k1 ∼ kg), we can calculate
a rkji in a similar way. To combine these evidences, we use the geometric mean of the g ratios and
calculate the ratio between P ′1(x) and P
′


















In summary, the number of sub-datasets to be recorded in our SegMap reduces from a factor of 2f
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Figure 5.2: SegMap structure.
5.2.1 Creation, update and lookup of SegMap
Next, we introduce the creation, update and lookup of SegMap. We use a common Hadoop job
to create SegMap. The the user first specifies all possible columns that will be filtered in the
future. Then user also has to set a segment size S. In the Map phase, for every S records as
a segment, we count the occurrences for each unique x-value in the specified columns and emit
(x+segmentID+column id, occurrence) pairs. We partition the Map output by column id. That
is, each reducer will be responsible for collecting the occurrence pairs for all unique x-values under
a single column. Each Reducer’s input will also be automatically grouped by x-values. If the whole
file is divided into N segments, then each x-value group will have a maximum of N occurrence
records in SegMap, since an x-value may not appear in all segments. Figure 5.2 gives an example
of the structure of SegMap. Each reducer will generate a SegMap data file and a SegMap meta
file for each column. The SegMap data file is binary and consists of multiple occurrence HashMap
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objects. Each occurrence HashMap object records the occurrences of a sub-dataset x. In order to
efficiently locate these occurrence HashMap objects, we use an additional HashMap object in the
SegMap meta file to record their offsets in the SegMap data file. The occurrence HashMap objects
for frequently queried sub-datasets can also be cached in memory. Finally, each segment’s offset
in the original HDFS file is stored in the reference file, which will be used when forming input
splits.
If a dataset is going to be analyzed only once, then Sapprox will not be effective, since building
SegMap requires a scan of the whole dataset. In an ideal case, SegMap should be built during the
data ingest stage. For example, the building of SegMap can be implemented into Kafka [6]. One
advantage of SegMap is that it can be updated incrementally when new data are appended, which
only requires a scan of the new data.
We now estimate the storage efficiency of SegMap. In the SegMap data file, each HashMap entry is
a (segmentID, occurrence) pair. In the SegMap meta file, each HashMap entry is a (x-value, offset)
pair. Suppose each (segmentID, occurrence) entry requires r bytes and each (x-value, offset) entry
requires k bytes. Assume all the HashMap objects have an average load factor δ. The total number
of recorded unique x-values is d =
∑
(|φi|=1) |D(φi)|, where each unique x-value represents a sub-
dataset. The total maximum storage cost of SegMap for storing the distribution information of d
sub-datasets can be calculated as:
Cost(SegMap) =
d×N × r + d× k +N × r
δ
(5.9)
For example, if we have 1TB of data with 16, 384 blocks of 64 MB, each block is assumed to
further split into 8 segments. k and r are set to 16 and 32 bytes. Then for each unique x-value a
maximum total of 16 × 16, 384 × 8 + 32 ≈ 2 MB storage is needed. In practice, if a column has
a large number of keys, then most of its keys exist in a few segments. We provide more storage
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overhead results in Figure 5.19.
At the job runtime, to locate the storage distribution information of a sub-dataset, the system needs
to perform one sequential read of the whole SegMap meta file and a sequential read of the sub-
dataset occurrence HashMap object in the SegMap data file.
5.2.2 Further reducing storage overhead of SegMap
If a sub-dataset is uniformly distributed over all the segments, it is unnecessary to record its occur-
rences for all segments. In order to further reduce the storage overhead of SegMap, we propose to
only record an average occurrence for sub-dataset that is uniformly distributed. To test whether the
storage distribution of a sub-dataset follows an uniform distribution, we employ the “chi-square”
test [65]. This process is performed after the initial SegMap is created. With this test, the storage
overhead of SegMap is greatly reduced.
5.3 Online input sampling for a single dataset
We implement the sampling stage in new classes of input parsing. For example, we implemented
SapproxTextInputFormat, which is similar to Hadoop’s TextInputFormat. Instead of using all the
data blocks of a file to generate input splits, SapproxTextInputFormat will use a small list of file
segments sampled from all the blocks according to a given sampling ratio or error. In Sapprox-
TextInputFormat, it will first read all block information such as block offset, and blocks locations.
Then, it will load the storage distribution information for all requested sub-datasets from SegMap.
According to the sub-datasets storage distribution, each segment is assigned an inclusion probabil-
ity. We adopt a random segment sampling procedure that models this unequal inclusion probability.
The cumulative-size [9] method is employed and works as follows:
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1. Generate N cumulative ranges as:




2. Draw a random number between 0 and 1. If this number falls into range i, then include
segment i in the sample.
3. Repeat until the desired sample size is obtained.
After obtaining the sample list of segments, we grouped them to form input splits. Notice that all
records in a segment are fed to the Mapper and filtering is still done at the Mapper. If segments are
grouped arbitrarily, most of the generated splits may contain data that spans on multiple machines.
This will ruin Hadoop’s locality scheduling. To preserve Hadoop’s data locality, we retrieve the
locations of each sampled segment from HDFS block locations and implement a locality aware
segment grouping procedure as shown in Algorithm 3. The basic idea is that all sampled segments
that are located on the same node are randomly grouped to form splits. All the leftover segments
on the same rack are then randomly grouped to form more splits. Finally, all remaining segments
are arbitrarily grouped. This ensures that the data in most of the splits are either from the same
node or from the same rack.
5.4 Online input sampling for multiple sub-datasets











for Nodei in NodeToSegmentMap do
CandiateSegGroup = {}
CurrentSize = 0
for Segment si in SegmentList from Nodei do
ADD si to CandiateSegGroup
REMOVE si from RackToSegmentsMap
CurrentSize+ = si.size()
if CurrentSize > MaxSplitSize then





for Racki in RackToSegmentsMap do
CandiateSegGroup = {}
CurrentSize = 0
for Segment si in SegmentList from Racki do
ADD si to CandiateSegGroup
CurrentSize+ = si.size()
if CurrentSize > MaxSplitSize then





Arbitrarily group all remaining segments
This query will compute an result for each genre sub-dataset under the genres column. If we want
to do approximations for this query, we have to generate samples for each genre sub-dataset. The
intuitive approach for this problem is simply repeating the sampling method on a single dataset
introduced in Section 5.3 for each sub-dataset involved in the Group By query. However, this
approach will quite probably suffer from I/O inefficiencies due to the different storage distribution
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of each sub-dataset. To better explain this problem, Figure 5.3 shows the storage distributions of
five sub-datasets over the segments in the Amazon reviews dataset. We can see that different sub-
dataset concentrates on different segments of the Amazon reviews dataset. Our sampling method
on a single dataset will always includes segments where the interested sub-dataset concentrates
on. As a result, the sampled segments for each sub-datasets involved in the Group By query may
have little overlap. For example, for clothing sub-datasets, most segments will be sampled near the
end of the Amazon reviews dataset, while for phones sub-dataset, most segments will be sampled
around the middle of the Amazon reviews dataset. This may lead to the majority of the Amazon
reviews dataset read from disk, even though a very small sampling ratio is specified for the Group
By query.
To improve the I/O efficiency, a second approach is to perform sampling for all the involved sub-
datasets simultaneously. Specifically, we will compute a new inclusion probability for each seg-
ment by combining each sub-dataset’s distribution in this segment. In the movie genres exam-
ple, we can calculate the inclusion probability of a segment i for each genre sub-dataset accord-
ing to methods introduced in Section 5.2. We denote all the genres G in the movies dataset as
{g1, g2, ..., gl}.Then the calculated inclusion probabilities of segment i for each genre can be de-
noted as πi(g1), πi(g2), ..., πi(gl). The sum of these inclusion probabilities is denoted as wi =∑l
j=1 πi(gj), 1 5 i 5 N . Then, we can compute the inclusion probability of segment i regarding





With this new inclusion probability, we can perform the online sampling for multiple sub-dataset as
if we are performing sampling for a single sub-dataset. The only difference is that the cumulative-
size sampling process stops only when all involved sub-datasets’ sampling ratios are satisfied. The
design consideration of this approach is that the inclusion of a segment into the sample is based on
its contribution to achieving the sampling ratios for all sub-datasets rather than a single sub-dataset.
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Thus, any included segment is shared among the samples of each involved sub-dataset. As a result,
a possible smaller number of segments is able to satisfied the sampling ratios of all the involved
sub-datasets. Figure 5.4 gives an example of the I/O efficiency of this approach. As shown in the
figure, for the same sampling goal, the I/O efficient approach only needs to sample two segments
from disk instead of three segments using the first approach.
However, the second approach may incur a larger variance of the estimated result for each sub-
dataset in the Group By query. As discussed in Section ??, the ideal inclusion probability πi for a
segment i should be proportional to τi. The estimation of inclusion probability for a single dataset
in Section 5.2 follows this principle by relating πi to the number of relevant records in segment i.
The simple observation is that τi is closely related to the number of relevant records in a segment.
However, the newly calculated inclusion probability πi in the second approach is no longer a good
indication of how many relevant records of a sub-dataset exist in segment i. To conclude, though
the second approach improves the I/O efficiency, the accuracy of estimated results is compromised.
Clearly, there is a trade-off between the two introduced methods. We formally refer the first
accuracy-oriented approach as LOWVAR and the second I/O oriented approach as LOWIO. Ben-
efiting from the design of Sapprox, the sampling procedure can be carried out by only referring to
our probabilistic SegMap without touching the physical datasets. Therefore, a possible practice is
that when we perform sampling for multiple sub-datasets, both of the sampling methods are carried
out. Each sampling method will give the actual size of dataset need to be read from disk. If the
ratio of data size of LOWVAR to that of LOWIO does not exceed a threshold h, we will adopt
LOWVAR for better accuracy, otherwise LOWIO.
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5.5 Approximation in Mapper and Reducer
5.5.1 Closed-form based estimation
Sapprox adopts standard closed form formulas from statistics [43] to compute error bounds for
approximation applications that compute aggregations on various sub-datasets of the whole dataset.
The set of supported aggregation functions includes SUM, COUNT, AVG, and PROPORTION.
We use the approximation of SUM as an example, approximation for other aggregation functions
are similar. Suppose that each element in segment i has an associated value vij . We want to




j=1 vij . To approximate
τ , we need to sample a list of n segments and they are random selected based on their inclusion
probability πi. The sum for each segment i can be obtained as τi =
∑Mi
j=1 vij . One stage cluster























where tn−1,1−α/2 is the value of a t-distribution with n − 1 degrees of freedom at a confidence
interval of 1−α and s2τ is the variance of τi from each sampled segment. The reason why Sapprox
could produce a more accurate estimation and smaller variance is that the sum τi from each segment
i is compensated by its inclusion probability πi before calculating results and variance.
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Segments (from first segment to last segment)
music reviews
Segments (from first segment to last segment)
books reviews
Segments (from first segment to last segment)
clothing reviews
Segments (from first segment to last segment)
movies reviews






















Figure 5.3: The storage distribution of five sub-datasets in the Amazon reviews dataset. Different
sub-dataset concentrates on different segments of the Amazon reviews dataset
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50 sub-dataset A records
50 sub-dataset B records
Segment 1 (S1)
10 sub-dataset A records
90 sub-dataset B records
Segment 2 (S2)
10 sub-dataset A records
90 sub-dataset B records
Segment 3 (S3)
10 sub-dataset A records




A S1:20/32,  S2:4/32, S3:4/32, S4:3/32
B S1:5/32,  S2:9/32, S3:9/32, S4:9/32
One possible sampling result:
Sampling Goal
Sub-dataset A : 40 records
Sub-dataset B : 100 records
Sub-dataset A : S1
Sub-dataset B : S2, S3
I/O Efficient Approach
S1: (20/32+5/32)/2 = 25/64
S2=S3=S4: (4/32+9/32)/2 = 13/64
One possible sampling result:
S1, S2
Figure 5.4: An I/O efficient approach for sampling multiple sub-datasets. For the same sampling
goal, the I/O efficient approach only needs to sample two segments from disk.
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Our pre-defined approximation Mapper and Reducer templates implement the above estimation
of aggregation result and error bounds. Specifically, the Mapper collects necessary information
such as segment inclusion probability and which segment each key/value pair comes from. The
inclusion probabilities are passed to reducers using a special key, and segment id is tagged into the
key of each key value pairs as (key+segmentID). A customized partitioner is provided to extract
the real key from the tagged key such that each key value pair is shuffled to reducers as usual. In
the reducer, all the key-value pairs for each key are automatically merge-sorted into n clusters by
segment id. Each cluster is represented as (segment i, list(vij)). Together with the passed inclusion
probability, we can estimate the final result and its error bounds with Equations (5.11) and (5.12).
Figure 5.5 shows an example of using our templates to implement a SUM approximation job on a
sub-dataset x and the command to submit this job.
5.5.2 Bootstrap based estimation
Sapprox is also extended to support more complex approximations such as ratios, regression, and
correlation coefficients using resampling methods such as bootstrapping for error estimation. Us-
ing bootstrap for error estimation has been explored in many works [38, 48]. Sapprox’s booststrap
based estimation is based on the theories introduced in [49, 20, 11]. Works in [49] provide meth-
ods on how to bootstrap in cluster sampling. In cluster sampling, the n sampled segments are i.i.d.
Therefore bootstrap is applicable at the segment level. For ease of understanding, we show how to
estimate SUM using bootstrap. The estimator is the same as shown in Equation 5.11. The main
difference is the way of calculating variance and confidence intervals. Specifically, we resample
m segments with replacement and equal probability from the n sampled segments. As shown
above, the reducer already groups all the key-value pairs into n clusters represented as (segment
i, list(vij)). Thus the resampling procedure can be easily conducted at the reducer. The sum from
each of the m resampled segment is denoted as: τ ∗1 , τ
∗
2 , ..., τ
∗
m. Note that this resampling procedure
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does not involve extra I/O cost. To compute τ ∗i from segment i, the list(vij) will not be re-iterated
from disk or memory, since for the same segment i, τ ∗i is the same as τi which is obtained from
the first iteration of the list(vij). The initial inclusion probabilities of the m resampled segments




m. These unknown inclusion probabilities are coded in an estimation
framework with weights. By setting weight wi = 1nπi , we can write the estimation of SUM as
τ̂ =
∑n








where w∗i = (1 − λ + λr∗i
n
m
)wi, λ = (
m
n− 1)
1/2, and r∗i is the number of times that segment i
was resampled. The question of the optimal m is open. As suggested in [49, 20], the choice of




iwi. We repeat this
resampling procedure for B times and get B bootstrap estimates denoted as τ̂ ∗1 , τ̂
∗
2 , ..., τ̂
∗
B. Then,






(τ̂ ∗i − ¯̂τ ∗)2 (5.13)
where ¯̂τ ∗ is the mean of theB bootstrap estimates. To calculate confidence interval, we employ the
most popular percentile based method [19]. The idea is simple. To obtain the (1 − α) confidence
interval, the method is by taking the α/2 and 1−α/2 percentile of the B bootstrap estimates. The
issue of how many bootstrap samples (B) is required to provide an acceptable variance estimate
arise. The precision of the variance estimator continues to increase as the number of bootstrap
sample increases, while the resources needed to carry out these bootstrap samples obviously in-
crease as well. In Booth’s [11] and Efron’s [19] work, the suggested choice of B is 800 and 1000,
respectively. In this paper, we choose B = 800. To bootstrap for a more general approximation
application θ, just replace the τ̂ ∗ obtained from each bootstrap with θ̂∗. All the remaining calcu-
lations are the same. For example, in our evaluation, we approximate the ratio of SUM between
two sub-datasets i and j. For each of the resampled bootstrap sample, we can estimate the SUM
for sub-dataset i as τ̂i and sub-dataset j as τ̂j . Then the estimated ratio θ̂∗ obtained from this boot-
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strap sample is calculated as θ̂∗ = τ̂i
τ̂j
. Finally, repeat this procedure for B times and calculate the
variance and confidence intervals as introduced before.
class MySapproxApp{
class MySapproxMapper extends SapproxMapper{
void map(key, value){




class MySapproxReducer extends SapproxReducer{
void reducer(key, Iterator values){
double sum;


















Figure 5.5: Example of developing a SUM approximation job on a sub-dataset x with Sapprox.
5.5.3 Sample size estimation
We also implement an option in Sapprox to allow users to specify an error bound. Generally, with
a larger sample size, the error of an approximation will be smaller. To achieve a desired approxi-
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mation error, we have to find the minimum number of sample records needed. In simple random
sampling (SRS), estimating the required sample size for a given error is quite easy. Take estimat-





estimate the required sample size nsrs for a given error, only population variance s2 needs to be
estimated. However, this estimated size may not be enough for cluster sampling. It mainly depends
on the homogeneity of elements in each cluster. For example, suppose we have two bags of beans:
one small bag of red beans and one big bag of black beans. Someone mixes them into one bag and
we want to estimate the quantity for each kind of bean or their percentages in the new bag. We use
a spoon to take some sample beans, if the beans are perfectly mixed, then just one spoon of beans
should be enough. Otherwise more random spoons are needed to get a satisfactory result. This
theory also applies to our segment sampling. The pilot job is used to estimate the segments’ homo-
geneity. Formally, in sampling theory, this homogeneity leads to the sample design effect, which
is defined as: deff = V ariancecluster(τ)
V ariancesrs(τ)
[35]. It is the factor by which the variance of an estimator
under the clustering sampling design is over or underestimated by the SRS design. Through deff




Mi = nsrs × deff (5.14)
Now, we describe how to estimate deff in our segment sampling. Since the pilot job still uses the
same segment sampling rather than SRS, so we can not directly compute a variancesrs. Alterna-
tively, deff can be estimated in the following way, d̂eff = d̂effπ × d̂effρ [23], where d̂effπ
is the estimated design effect caused by un-equal inclusion probability and d̂effρ is the estimated










deffρ can be estimate using Kish’s [35] formula d̂effρ = 1 + (M0 − 1)ρ̂, where M0 in Sapprox
is the weighted average number of records in all sampled segments. Homogeneity ρ can be esti-
mated in many ways [22, 43, 56], and we pick the one that is commonly used in statistics software
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such as SPSS. This method estimates ρ by using information from inter-segment variance and
intra-segment variance [56]. The inter and intra-segment variance can be obtained at the reduce
phase, since the key value pairs to the Reducer are already grouped by segment id as discussed in
section 5.5.





10 byte 10, 000 1, 000
1 KB 1, 000 100
5.6 Deriving the optimal segment size
In this section, we give a practical guide on how to set an optimal segment size. Segment size is
closely related to the variance of approximation answers and system costs. The costs in our system
are divided into two parts: the I/O cost of reading sample data and the storage cost of storing sub-
dataset storage distribution information. Generally, for a given sample size, the variance decreases
with more segments and increases with a larger segment size. On the other hand, the cost increases
with more segments and decreases with a larger segment size. For example, with more segments,
Hadoop job must perform more disk seeks, and the storage cost of SegMap will also increase as
indicated by Equation (5.9). We further divide the I/O cost of reading a segment into the seek cost
and sequential read cost. The cost of a sample design with m segments and a segment size of M0
is formulated as:
C = mc1 +mM0c2 (5.15)
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where C is the total cost, c1 is the cost of one segment seek time in HDFS and the storage cost of
storing one segment information in SegMap, and c2 is the cost of reading one record in a segment.
With a fixed variance V̂ (τ̂), we want to minimize the cost. To derive the optimal segment size from
Equation (5.15), we will incorporate Kish’s formula on cluster sampling [35]: V̂ (τ̂) = V̂srs(τ̂) ×
deff, deff = 1 + (M0 − 1)ρ, where ρ denotes the homogeneity of records in a segment, V̂srs(τ̂)
represents the variance using simple random sampling, M is the total number of records, s2 is the
variance of values in all the records and deff is the design effect of cluster sampling.
V̂srs(τ̂) = M
2 × s2/mM0
V̂ (τ̂) = M2s2[1 + (M0 − 1)ρ]/mM0
m = C/(c1 +M0c2)
C =
c1M
2s2(1 +M0c2/c1)[1 + (M0 − 1)ρ]
M0 × V̂ (τ̂)
(5.16)








Equation (5.17) suggests that if each record in a dataset is very large, then one will get a smaller
segment size. Now, we have a closer look at c1. The seek process in HDFS is complex. It first
needs to contact namenode to find the datanodes containing the requested data, and then initiates
a file stream followed by a local disk seek. In a local disk, we assume the seek time is about 104
times that of reading one byte. Here in HDFS, we assume seek/read = 105, and we also assume
that the storage cost factor of storing one segment information in SegMap relative to the disk read
of one record is about 100. For different estimated ρ and record size (byte), we can get the desirable
segment sizes shown in Table 5.1. In practice, a user can set the cost ratio of c1/c2 according to





dataset size(GB) # of records avg record size
Amazon review 116 79,088,507 1.5 KB
TPC-H 111 899,999,995 0.13 KB
Hardware. We evaluate Sapprox on a cluster of 11 servers. Each server is equipped with two
Dual-Core 2.33GHz Xeon processors, 4GB of memory, 1 Gigabit Ethernet and a 500GB SATA
hard drive.
Datasets. We use an Amazon review dataset including product reviews spanning May 1996 to
July 2014 and the LINEITEM table from the TPC-H benchmark [8]. Table 5.2 gives their detailed
information. Each Amazon review record contains columns such as price, rating, helpfulness,
review content, category, etc. Each TPC-H record contains columns such as: price, quantity,
discount, tax, ship mode, etc.
Approximation metrics explanation:
Actual error =
approximation answer − precise answer
precise answer
.
99% confidence interval: for 99% of times, the approximation answers are within the interval.
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(a) φ = {category, overall}
Precise
estimated under independence
(b) φ = {category, overall, helpful}
dependent between overall and helpful
(c) φ = {shipmode, discount}
(d) φ = {shipmode, discount, tax}
dependent between discount and tax

















































Figure 5.6: Accuracy validation of estimated inclusion probability. Columns examined in the two
datasets: (category, overall, helpful, time) and (shipmode, discount, tax, returnflag, linestatus).
5.7.2 Accuracy validation of estimated inclusion probabilities
Since SegMap records accurate occurrences only for sub-datasets with |φ| = 1, the calculated
inclusion probability πi for them are accurate. However, for sub-datasets with |φ| > 1, πi is
estimated based on the occurrences of sub-datasets with |φ| = 1 using conditional probability.
Figure 5.6 shows the estimated πi for sub-datasets with |φ| = 2, |φ| = 3 and |φ| = 4 on the two
datasets and the accurate πi. For each |φ|, we pick an example sub-dataset and plot its estimated
and precise distribution. Then the average error for each |φ| is shown on the right. The results
show that the estimated πi under the independence assumption have a very high accuracy. In
Figure 5.6(b) and (c), we also plot the estimated πi under the dependence assumption. For the
TPC-H dataset, values in column “discount” and “tax” are independently generated. Therefore,
estimating the πi under the dependence assumption will incur large errors. For the Amazon review
dataset, the overall rating and helpfulness of a review are lightly related. Therefore, estimating
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the πi under the dependence assumption produces comparable accuracy as that of independence
assumption. With larger |φ|, the average error increases on both dataset. This is because with a
larger |φ|, the occurrence probability of a sub-dataset Pi(x) in a segment i decreases. According
to the law of large numbers, with a fix segment size, a very low Pi(x) will not represent the real




(a) estimated πi for φ=column4, column5
precise independent dependent














(b) each φ includes column4 and column5
dependent
independent
Figure 5.7: Accuracy comparison of estimating inclusion probability with dependence and inde-
pendence. Experiments are on a new synthetic table with 5 columns. Column 5 is generated with
dependency on column 4. Other columns are generated independently.
To further validate the effectiveness of estimating inclusion probability under dependence, we gen-
erate a new synthetic table with 5 columns. We explicitly generate column 5 with dependency on
column 4. For example, if the value on column 4 is k, the value on column 5 will be k′ with a prob-
ability of 70%. The remaining columns are generated independently. We first plot the estimated
distribution for φ = {column 4, column 5} in Figure 5.7(a). The results show that the estimated
distribution with dependence matches very well with the precise distribution. The estimated πi
with independence is either too large or too small relative to the precise πi. In Figure 5.7(b), each
φ includes the two dependent columns. The reported average error with independence is always
larger. In summary, we do not recommend estimating inclusion probabilities under the dependence
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assumption, unless users are certain that some columns have strong dependency.





















































































































Figure 5.8: Approximation accuracy and efficiency of Sapprox on different sub-datasets. Results
are normalized to precise result. The error bars are the 99% confidence intervals of approxi-
mation results. 20% and 10% records of each sub-dataset is sampled for Amazon and TPC-H
datasets respectively. (Mc, Bs, Ms, Cg, Ps):(Music, Books, Movies, Clothing, Phones), (M, S, A,
R, T):(MAIL, SHIP, AIR, RAIL, TRUCK).
5.7.3 Approximation accuracy and efficiency
5.7.3.1 Results for closed-form based estimation
We pick five sub-datasets from each dataset to evaluate Sapprox’s approximation accuracy. The
average number of records in a sub-dataset from the Amazon review dataset is relatively smaller.
Therefore, for each sub-dataset in the Amazon review dataset, we use a sampling ratio of 20%,
and for the TPC-H dataset, we use a sampling ratio of 10%. Note that this ratio is the percentage
of data sampled in each sub-dataset, while not the percentage of the whole dataset. The segment
size is configured as 1,000 for the Amazon review dataset and 10,000 for TPC-H dataset. The
approximation applications evaluated are AVG on “Music, Movies, Clothing, MAIL, SHIP” sub-
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datasets and SUM on “Books, Phones, AIR, RAIL, TRUCK” sub-datasets.
Figure 5.8(a)&(d) plot the approximation accuracy results on both datasets. The error bars show the
99% confidence intervals of the approximation results. All approximation results are normalized
to the precise results indicated by the 100% guide line. The execution time and actual input data
ratios of the whole dataset are plotted in Figure 5.8(b,c)&(e,f). For the Amazon review datasets,
all approximation errors of the five sub-datasets are within 1%. The speedup over default Hadoop
precise execution ranges from 5 to 8.5. These speedup can be explained by the actual low input data
ratio as shown in Figure 5.8(c). For example, to sample 20% data of the music sub-dataset, Sapprox
only needs to read 6.4% of the whole dataset. The different speedups and input ratios are due to
the different skewness of the storage distribution of a sub-dataset. Although the speedup on the
music sub-dataset is the highest, its approximation confidence interval is larger than others. This
is because with a smaller input ratio, the number of input segments is also smaller. As indicated in
the variance formula, more segments will result in a smaller variance. The results on the TPC-H
dataset are similar. However, the overall approximation error is much smaller than that on the
Amazon dataset. The reason is that the size of one record in the Amazon review dataset is about
10 times of a record in the TPC-H dataset.











Figure 5.9: Storage distributions of sub-datasets in TPC-H dataset
Even with a smaller 10% sampling ratio, the total number of sampled records is still larger. In
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addition, the randomness of values in the synthetic TPC-H dataset is better than that of the Amazon
review dataset. In the TPC-H dataset, the speedup for the MAIL sub-dataset is the highest. This
is because the MAIL sub-dataset has the most skewed distribution while other sub-datasets have
almost the same distribution as illustrated in Figure 5.9.































Figure 5.10: Average approximation precision and execution time for two sets of ratio estimations
with bootstrap. R1 is the set of pair wise ratios for sub-dataset in (MAIL, SHIP, AIR, RAIL,
TRUCK). R2 is the set of pair wise ratios for sub-dataset in (Music, Books, Movies, Clothing,
Phones).






























Figure 5.11: Precision and execution time comparison between the closed-form and bootstrap
based estimation. The approximated aggregation is SUM.
Figure 5.10 shows Sapprox’s precision and execution time on a more complexed operation ra-
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tio using bootstrap based estimation. R1 is the set of pair wise ratios for sub-dataset in (MAIL,
SHIP, AIR, RAIL, TRUCK). For example, the ratio of SUM between MAIL and AIR sub-dataset
is SUM(Item quantity with MAIL shipping)
SUM(Item quantity with AIR shipping)
. R2 is the set of pair wise ratios for sub-dataset in (Mu-
sic, Books, Movies, Clothing, Phones). For example, the ratio between Book and Music is
SUM(Books reviews length)
SUM(Music reviews length)
The sampling percentage for R1 is 10% and R2 is 20%. The average
of precision and execution times are reported. The 99% confidence intervals for the two set of
ratio estimations are about 4% and 3% respectively. The speedups are still significant, which is
about 7 for R1 and is about 5.5 for R2. To further evaluate the performance of bootstrap based
estimation, in Figure 5.11, we compare the precision and execution times for approximating SUM
using both closed-form and bootstrap based estimation methods. Two sub-datasets are evaluated
from both datasets. The results show that the precision of bootstrap based estimation is comparable
with the closed-form based one. The execution time of bootstrap based estimation is only several
seconds longer. This is caused by the extra B times of resampling procedures in the bootstrap
estimation. However, this extra computation time is negligible in the overall execution time. The
overall execution time is mainly determined by the amounts of accessed input data. Both of the
two estimation methods use our weighted sampling method. Therefore, they can minimize the
amounts of accessed input data.
5.7.4 Effects of storage distribution skewness and segment size
We first study how the skewness of sub-dataset storage distribution affects the approximation error
and runtime. The “MAIL” sub-dataset in TPC-H dataset is distributed with zipf distribution as
shown in Figure 5.9, and for the same dataset, we also distribute it with uniform (even) distribution.
Figure 5.12 shows the approximation results on the two distributions. From Figure 5.12(a), we can
see that the average error and confidence interval are both smaller on the uniform distribution.
This can be explained by the input sizes shown in Figure 5.12(c). For an uniform distribution,
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Sapprox has to read almost the same percentage of the whole dataset as the sampling ratio to meet
the sampling ratio requirement. However, for a skewed distribution, Sapprox reads much less data
of the whole dataset due to the storage concentration of the MAIL sub-dataset. A larger input
size indicates a larger number of sampled segments. For the same sampling ratio, more sampled
segments will improve the variety of samples, resulting in more accurate estimation. Accordingly,



















































Figure 5.12: Effects of storage distribution skewness with different sampling ratios
Figure 5.13 shows the comparison results with two different segment sizes. The approximation
error results on both datasets confirm that a smaller segment size will produce a more accurate esti-
mation due to the larger variety of sampled segments. However, as shown in both Figure 5.13(b,e),
the execution time with a smaller segment size will be longer. The reason is that for the same input
size, there will be more random reads with a smaller segment, resulting in larger I/O overhead.
One lesson learned from the results on TPC-H dataset is that, if the estimation error is already
small enough, continuing to decease the segment size is not a wise choice. This is because the gain







































































































Figure 5.13: Effects of segment size with different sampling ratios. (a-c) show results on Amazon
dataset, (d-f) show results on TPC-H dataset
5.7.5 Comparison with ApproxHadoop
In this sub-section, we compare Sapprox’s performance with the most recent online sample based
ApproxHadoop. ApproxHadoop can only use HDFS block as sampling unit and it samples each
block with equal probability regardless of which sub-dataset is queried. The approximation appli-
cation evaluated is SUM and the queried sub-datasets are “Music” in Amazon review and “MAIL”
in the TPC-H dataset. The segment size used in Sapprox is 1,000 for the Amazon review dataset
and 10,000 for the TPC-H dataset. The block size used in the experiment is 64 MB. For a fair
comparison, we also configure Sapprox to use HDFS block as the sampling unit.
Figure 5.14 reports the approximation accuracy and execution time comparison results. As shown
in both Figure 5.14(a) and (e), the confidence intervals produced by ApproxHadoop are extremely
wide, which are unacceptable. On the Amazon review dataset, the confidence intervals are about
3 times wider than Sapprox with block unit and 16 times wider than Sapprox with 1,000 unit. On
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the TPC-H dataset, the confidence intervals produced by ApproxHadoop are even worse, which
is more than 40 times wider. This can be explained by ApproxHadoop’s ignorance of the skewed




, where n is the number of sampled blocks, N is the total number of blocks, and s2 is the
variance of the associated sum of each sampled block. Generally, if a block contains more number
of records belonging to the queried sub-dataset, the sum computed from this block will also be
larger. Therefore, the skewed distribution of the queried sub-dataset over all of the blocks makes
the sum computed from each block has a very large variance. However, in Sapprox, the sum
computed from each block or segment is scaled by its inclusion probability, making the sum of
each block or segment has a very low variance.






















































































































































Figure 5.14: Comparison with ApproxHadoop. ApproxHadoop can only use HDFS block as sam-
pling unit while Sapprox’s sampling unit is configured as block and 1k for the Amazon review
dataset, block and 10k for the TPC-H dataset. (a-d) show results on Amazon review dataset, (e-h)
show results on TPC-H dataset.
On the other hand, the actual errors of ApproxHadoop are also larger than that of Sapprox. To
explain this, we record the actual number of records sampled for a sampling ratio in both sys-
tems. In Figure 5.14(b) and (f), the sampling quantities are normalized to the precise quantity
(population× ratio). Negative values indicate that the number of records is less than the precise
quantity, while positive values indicate the number of records is more than the precise quantity.
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The number of sampled records in ApproxHadoop is either larger or smaller. In both Sapprox
and ApproxHadoop, the computed sum from the samples is scaled by the sampling ratio to get
the global sum. Clearly, if the number of sampled records is less than the precise quantity, the
computed sum from the samples will be under-scaled, resulting a smaller global sum. Similarly,
if the number of sampled records is greater than the precise quantity, the computed sum will be
over-scaled, resulting a larger global sum.
Figure 5.14(c) and (g) show the execution time comparison results. The execution times of Ap-
proxHadoop are 2 times and 3 times longer than those of Sapprox on Amazon review and TPC-H
datasets, respectively. This can be explained by the larger input sizes of ApproxHadoop shown in
Figure 5.14(d) and (h), which indicates its inefficient sampling.
Finally, we conduct one more experiment on the Amazon review dataset to find out how much
more data ApproxHadoop has to read to achieve the same confidence interval. We configure Ap-
proxHadoop’s sampling ratio to be 100%. This is an extreme case as reading the whole dataset
will produce the precise result. However, we still assume that we are performing approximation
and compute the confidence interval to make comparison with Sapprox. The confidence interval
it produced is about 1.66%. This is close to the produced interval of 1.36% when Sapprox uses a
sampling ratio of 10% with an input ratio of 3.2%. Therefore, ApproxHadoop needs to read 29×
more data to achieve the same error bounds as Sapprox.
5.7.6 Results for performing approximation on multiple sub-datasets
For approximation on multiple sub-datasets, the two most important evaluation metrics are ap-
proximation error and the size of data read from disk. In the experiments, we will compare three
methods’ performance regarding the two metrics, which are LOWIO, LOWVAR and Approx-
Hadoop. The three methods will employ the same segment size. We perform SUM approximation
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simultaneously on 5 sub-datasets (Music, Books, Movies, Clothing, Phones) in the Amazon review
dataset and 5 sub-datasets (MAIL, SHIP, AIR, RAIL, TRUCK) in the TPC-H dataset, respectively.













(a) 10% sampling ratio













(b) 20% sampling ratio













(c) 30% sampling ratio













(d) 40% sampling ratio
















) (e) 10% sampling ratio
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) (g) 30% sampling ratio
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(i) Data read from disk
LOWVAR LOWIO ApproxHadoop Precise
Figure 5.15: Results of performing approximation simultaneously on 5 sub-datasets (Mc, Bs, Ms,
Cg, Ps):(Music, Books, Movies, Clothing, Phones) in the Amazon review dataset.
Figure 5.15 (a-d) show the approximation errors and confidence intervals on the Amazon review
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dataset. LO-WVAR has the smallest error and confidence interval as the inclusion probability π of
each segment is computed in proportional to the sum τ associated with each segment.
Additionally, Sapprox’s LOWIO has smaller error and confidence interval than that of Approx-
Hadoop. The reason is that though LOWIO relaxes the “proportional inclusion probability” prop-
erty a little, it is still better than blindly assigning equal inclusion probability in ApproxHadoop.
However, if the distributions of different sub-datasets are similar, then LOWIO and ApproxHadoop
are expected to receive the same performance, which is shown in the error results for the 4 sub-
datasets (SHIP, AIR, RAIL, TRUCK) in Figure 5.16 and their similar distribution in Figure 5.9.
The downside of LOWVAR in Sapprox is that it needs to read much more data from disk than
others. As shown in Figure 5.15 (i) and Figure 5.16 (i), LOWVAR reads almost twice of data than
LOWIO and ApproxHadoop. However, for an accuracy critical application, LOWVAR is still more
efficient than others. According to sampling theory [43], the confidence interval is proportional to
∼ 1/√n, where is n is the sample size. Therefore, to achieve the same error bound, LOWIO and
ApproxHadoop may need to read 2× and 450× more data than LOWVAR on the Amazon review
dataset and TPC-H dataset, respectively. On the other hand, LOWIO not only has smaller error
bounds than ApproxHadoop but also reads less data from disk, which is about (1% ∼ 7%) less of
the whole dataset.
From Figure 5.15 (e-h) and Figure 5.16 (e-h), we can see that LOWIO obtains much more samples
for each sub-dataset than the other two methods while reading less data from disk. This lies in
the fact that LOWIO pro-actively includes a segment into the sample if it has a larger contribution
to achieving the sampling ratios for all queried sub-datasets. Therefore, for applications that treat
sample size as first consideration and error bounds as minor, LOWIO will be the best choice.
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(a) 10% sampling ratio













(b) 20% sampling ratio


















(c) 30% sampling ratio
















(d) 40% sampling ratio
















) (e) 10% sampling ratio
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(i) Data read from disk
10x zoom
LOWVAR LOWIO ApproxHadoop Precise
Figure 5.16: Results of performing approximation simultaneously on 5 sub-datasets (M, S, A, R,
T):(MAIL, SHIP, AIR, RAIL, TRUCK) in the TPC-H dataset.
5.7.7 Results for user specified error bound
In this section, we evaluate Sapprox’s ability to achieve user specified error bounds. We use the
music sub-data-set in the Amazon review dataset to do experiments. As shown in Figure 5.17(a),
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Sapprox is able to satisfy all the specified error bounds. Figure 5.17(b) reports the corresponding
runtime of each approximation job. For target errors 2.5% and 3.0%, the pilot job alone is enough
to satisfy the target error bounds, so their runtime is the same, which is the execution time of the
pilot job. For errors lower than 2.5%, the runtime is the sum of the execution time of the pilot job
and real approximation job, which increases with larger estimated sample sizes. Figure 5.17 (c)
shows the estimated sampled size by the pilot job. We can see that the relationship between user
specified error bounds and estimated sample size aligns with the guide principle from sampling
theory [43] that error bound is proportional to ∼ 1/√n, where is n is the sample size.





















































Figure 5.17: Results for user specified error bound.
5.7.8 Comparison with BlinkDB
We conduct an end-to-end comparison with BlinkDB to identify the scenarios that Sapprox out-
performs BlinkDB. Sapprox is not designed to replace BlinkDB but to be complementary to the
systems like BlinkDB.
First, we compare the preprocessing time overhead. Blink-DB needs to create offline samples
while Sapprox needs to build SegMap. The current BlinkDB implementation can create stratified
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samples for only one sub-dataset with one full scan of the whole dataset. The command is shown
below:
CREATE TABLE xxx_sample AS
SELECT * FROM xxx Where xxx.column=yyy
SAMPLEWITH ratio
BlinkDB can also create uniform samples with one full scan of the whole dataset.
Sapprox can build SegMap for all sub-datasets in the user specified columns using one full scan of
the whole dataset:
Hadoop jar Sapprox.jar SegMap -c 1-2-3-4 -s 1000
-c column indexes to create SegMap
-s segment size
Experimental settings: For the TPC-H dataset, Sapprox creates SegMap for all of the 7 sub-
datasets under the “shipmode” column using a segment size of 10,000, while BlinkDB creates
stratified samples for all of the 7 sub-dataset with a sample quantity cap of 100,000 for each sub-
dataset. Blink-DB is also configured to create an uniform sample with the same storage budget
(7× 100, 000 samples). For the Amazon review dataset, Sapprox creates SegMap for all of the 33
sub-datasets under the “category” column using a segment size of 1,000, while BlinkDB creates
stratified samples for all of the 33 sub-dataset with a sample quantity cap of 100,000 for each
sub-dataset. BlinkDB also creates an uniform sample with the same storage budget (33× 100, 000
samples). The reason why we choose 100,000 as the sampling quantity cap for a sub-dataset is that
it is enough to produce an error under 1%.
Figure 5.18 shows the time overhead of building these offline samples and SegMap. The full scan
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time of Sapprox almost doubles that of BlinkDB. This is partially because that BlinkDB is imple-
mented on top of Spark which utilize more memory space than Hadoop. Future implementation
of Sapprox on Spark should be able to narrow the performance gap. On the other hand, the im-
plementation SegMap job has the reducer phase, which incurs an extra shuffle phase relative to
BlinkDB’s sampling procedure. The size of the shuffle phase is the same as the size of the final
SegMap. This extra shuffle is the main cause of the delay. However, creating stratified samples in
BlinkDB induces multiple full scans of the whole dataset, which is determined by the number of
sub-datasets to be sampled. This could potentially lead to a delay much longer than that of a single



























Figure 5.18: Pre-processing time overhead comparison. S: Sapprox, UF: uniform sampling in































Figure 5.19: Storage overhead comparison. S: Sapprox, UF: uniform sampling in BlinkDB, ST:
stratified sampling in BlinkDB.
Figure 5.19 shows the small storage overhead of Sapprox compared to BlinkDB with the above
setting. On the TPC-H dataset, Sapprox’s storage overhead is only about 0.01% of the whole
dataset size while that of BlinkDB is about 0.09%. On the Amazon review dataset, Sapprox’s
storage overhead is only about 0.02% while that of BlinkDB is about 2.98%. BlinkDB consumes
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much more storage on the Amazon review dataset. This is because the size of each record in
Amazon review dataset is about 10 times larger than that in the TPC-H dataset. The storage
overhead of BlinkDB grows linearly with the record size and sampling ratio, while the storage
overhead of Sapprox increases only with the total number of segments in a dataset. In order to
understand these relationships, we compare the storage overhead of creating samples and SegMap


















Figure 5.20: Storage overhead comparison for one sub-dataset. S: Sapprox.
We continue to compare the approximation error and execution time of Sapprox and BlinkDB.
The following six sets of queries with different queried columns in the WHERE clauses are evalu-
ated on both systems. Notice that Sapprox only stores SegMap for sub-datasets in the “shipmode”
and “category” columns, because the sub-datasets under other columns are almost uniformly dis-
tributed in the storage, which is examined by the Chi-square test introduced in Section 5.2.2.
--------------------TPC-H-------------------------
Q1: WHERE shipmode=xx
Q2: WHERE shipmode=xx and discount=yy




Q5: WHERE category=xx and rating=yy
Q6: WHERE category=xx and rating=yy and helpful=zz
--------------------------------------------------


































(a) Approximation error for AVG.















































































(c) Input data ratio
Figure 5.21: Comparison results on TPC-H dataset. S: Sapprox, UF: uniform sampling in
BlinkDB, ST: stratified sampling in BlinkDB. (50k, 100k, 200k) on the x-axis are the correspond-
ing sampling quantities of the increasing sampling ratios in Sapprox.
For each query set, we execute multiple queries and average the results. All the corresponding
results are shown in Figure 5.21 and Figure 5.22. One major disadvantage of BlinkDB learned
from experiments is that, given an offline sample, its lowest error and confidence interval are fixed.
If the user desires a more accurate answer with a narrower confidence interval, the only option is
generating a new offline sample with a larger size. Since the offline samples are stratified on the
shipmode column in the TPC-H dataset and category column in the Amazon review dataset, for
both Q1 and Q4, BlinkDB has exact matching stratified samples.
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(a) Approximation error for AVG















































































(c) Input data ratio
Figure 5.22: Comparison results on Amazon review dataset. S: Sapprox, UF: uniform sampling
in BlinkDB, ST: stratified sampling in BlinkDB. (100k, 200k, 300k), (10k, 20k, 40k), (4k, 8k,
12k) on the x-axis are the corresponding sampling quantities of the increasing sampling ratios in
Sapprox.
However, for both Q2 and Q5, the offline stratified sample has a lower representativeness. Lastly,
for Q3 and Q6, the representativeness of the offline stratified sample is the worst. No surprise, as
shown in both Figure 5.21(a) and Figure 5.22(a), the approximation error and confidence interval
increase dramatically from Q1 to Q3 and Q4 to Q6. For Q2 and Q3, if users of BlinkDB need more
reliable answers, a new sample with a larger size is needed. However, generating a new sample
requires a full scan of the whole dataset which incurs a comparable cost as getting a precise answer.
Sapprox, on the other hand, can produce more accurate results by simply specifying a higher
sampling ratio. Figure 5.21(a) and Figure 5.22(a) plot Sapprox’s approximation results for Q1-Q6
with increasing sampling ratios. The x-axis labels are the corresponding sampling quantities of the
increasing sampling ratios. The errors in Q2, Q3, Q4 and Q5 are much smaller than BlinkDB. As
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shown in Figure 5.21(b) and Figure 5.22(b), Sapprox does execute longer compared to BlinkDB
as shown in Figure 5.8(b) and (e). The execution times of Sapprox and BlinkDB can be explained
by the data input ratios shown in Figure 5.21(c) and Figure 5.22(c). For uniform sampling in
BlinkDB, the inputs are the whole offline uniform samples, while for stratified sampling, the inputs
are only one stratum of all the offline stratified samples. This explains why queries using stratified
sampling has the smallest input size and shortest execution time. For Sapprox, the input size grows
with sampling ratio. Figure 5.21(c) shows that for the same sampling quantity, the input ratios
of Sapprox increase from Q1 to Q3. This is because with more columns in the WHERE clause,
the queried sub-dataset will have a smaller population (population(Q3) > population(Q2) >
population(Q1)).
In summary, for queries that do not have good representative offline samples in systems like
BlinkDB, Sapprox can deliver high accuracy results with extremely low storage overhead, at the
cost of stretching the execution times a bit.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION
First, we propose Zebra, a graph locality aware BSP-based graph processing system. Zebra aims
to mitigate the communication delay in current BSP-based distributed graph processing systems.
Two new graph localities in distributed graph processing systems motivated the design of Zebra.
We conduct an extensive examination of the two new graph localities in real world graphs. Bet-
ter graph partitioning algorithm will produce higher graph localities. To fully exploit the new
graph localities, Zebra implements a runtime computation and communication scheduler to over-
lap computation in the next superstep with communication in the current superstep. This scheduler
employs runtime vertex categorization, runtime message separation and vertex computation de-
coupling. Evaluation shows that Zebra outperforms baseline system, Hama, by average 2X.
Second, we propose a light-weight autonomous block management scheme for current data-intensive
file system such as HDFS. Deister features decoupled two-step block distribution and autonomous
block-node mapping maintenance on each data node using invertible ISD. It could achieve opti-
mal amounts of data movement during node addition and removal. Deister is the first system that
is able to satisfy all the five desired properties: low memory space cost, low maintenance cost,
efficient addressing, low-overhead scale-out ability and high recoverability. Results show that, as
compared with the HDFS default configuration, Deister is able to achieve identical performance
with a saving of about half of the RAM space and 30% of processing capacity in master node and
is expected to scale to double the size of the current clusters.
Finally, we present Sapprox to enable both efficient and accurate approximations on arbitrary sub-
datasets in shared nothing frameworks such as Hadoop. First, Sapprox employs a probabilistic map
called Seg-Map to capture the skewed storage distribution of sub-datasets. Second, we develop an
online sampling method that is aware of this skewed distribution to efficiently sample data for sub-
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datasets in distributed file systems. We also quantify the optimal sampling unit size in distributed
file systems. Third, we show how to use sampling theories to compute approximation results and
error bounds in MapReduce-like systems. Finally, We have implemented Sapprox into Hadoop
ecosystem as an example system and open sourced it on GitHub. Our comprehensive experimental
results show that Sapprox can significantly reduce application execution delay by up to one order
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